
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT / THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK / ALBANY, NY 12234 

OFFICE OF THE STATE BOARD FOR ARCHITECTURE 
89 Washington Avenue 
Tel. (518) 474-3817 Ext. 110 
Fax: (518) 486-2981 
E-mail: archbd@nysed.gov
Website:  www.op.nysed.gov/arch.htm

State Board for Architecture  
1411 Broadway (between 39th & 40th Streets) - Tenth Floor – Regents’ Room – Manhattan 

Wednesday, February 8, 2023 
9:00 am (start time for practical examination) 

Members of the public may attend and observe the meeting outside of the Executive Session 

AGENDA 

1. Executive Session (9:00-10:00)
• Practical Examination (Bentel, Dosso, Samuelian)
• Disciplinary Cases

Public Session (10:15 – completion) 
2. Approval of Minutes

3. Board Chair Report
• NCARB Proposed Governance Options
• NCARB Proposed Regional Realignment
• Analysis of Practice – Areas of Study/Competencies

4. Board Office Report

5. Old Business
• OPD Conversation
• Continuing Education Modernization
• Practice Guidelines
• Women in Architecture Series

6. New Business
• NCARB ARE Update

o Free Practice Exams
o Rolling Clock Re-Examination

• NCARB Region 2 Student/Educator/Practitioner Symposium Summary
• NCARB Committee Call for Volunteers
• NCARB Annual Meeting - Delegate
• Elections - Chair and Vice Chair
• New Board Member Search
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7. Other Board Member Topics for Future Meetings

8. Adjournment

Next Meeting – May 17, 2023 – NYC 
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Minutes of the Meeting Present: John Tobin, Chair 
State Board for Architecture Anik Pearson, Vice Chair (by phone) 

Carol Bentel 
1411 Broadway; Regents’ Room Nicole Dosso 
New York, NY 10018 Latoya Kamdang 

Marcy Stanley 
Michael Samuelian 

Absent: Jitendra Vaidya 

Staff: Robert Lopez, Executive Secretary 
Marci McKenna, Assistant in 
Professional Education 

August 10, 2022 

OPEN SESSION 

1. Motion: Samuelian/Bentel: That the Board enter Executive Session. PASSED
UNANIMOUSLY.

2. The Board resumed the Open Session.

3. Motion: Samuelian/Stanley: That the minutes of the May 11, 2022 meeting of the State Board
for Architecture be approved. PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

4. Board Chair Report: Chair Tobin mentioned that he was pleased to see that the Continuing
Education Modernization bill was signed into law and that flexibility in CE was important. Chair
Tobin is unable to attend the NCARB MBC/MBE meeting in October in person but will
participate remotely.

5. Board Office Report: The Board Office report was discussed. The Executive Secretary noted
that the number of architects is at an all-time high in New York while the number of ARE
candidates is relatively flat. The bill allowing 100% ESOP ownership of a DPC was signed (Ch.
439 of the Laws of 2022) and the Executive Secretary went over the key items contained within
the new law with the Board.

6. Old Business:
NCARB Annual Meeting Summary: The NCARB Annual Meeting Summary report was
discussed. Upcoming meetings include the Region 2 Educator’s Symposium September 29/30
with a virtual option and the Spring Regional Meeting March 2-4.

Continuing Education Modernization: The Executive Secretary informed the Board that
proposed limits on certain types of educational activities have been deemed impermissible by the
amended statute and legislative intent for added flexibility. After discussion, the majority of the
Board agreed to recommend no limitations on certain educational activities. Draft regulations
should be available at the Board’s November meeting.

Practice Guidelines: Members Dosso and Samuelian will continue to work on this committee
and Vice Chair Pearson volunteered to join them.
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Women in Architecture Series: Vice Chair Pearson reported declining attendance at the seminars 
but there is a significant number of repeat attendees. 

7. New Business:
Future OPD Conversation: The Executive Director of OPD (Office of Professional Discipline),
Dennis Spillane, is slated to attend the November meeting and the Executive Secretary included
a list of suggested topics the Board may wish to discuss at that meeting in the Board package.
Board members suggested additional areas such as having a summary cover page to each case, a
standard checklist of items that Board members may need to review a case, and the potential for
bundling “like” cases.

ICOR Meeting Summary: The Interorganizational Council on Regulation (ICOR) held a recent
meeting and has deployed a joint task force to look at overlapping scopes of practice with the
goal of developing a position paper. While the study is informational in nature, the effort could
influence model law in the future.

2023 Board Meeting Dates: Dates for 2023 Board meetings were agreed to as follows: February
8, May 17, August 9, and November 8.

NCARB MBC/MBE Meeting: As noted earlier, New York will participate virtually.

8. Other Board Member Topics for Future Meetings: None raised.

9. Motion: Samuelian/Dosso: Moved to adjourn. PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

The next meeting of the Board will be Wednesday, November 9, 2022, scheduled for NYC.

Respectfully submitted, 

Robert Lopez, RA 
Executive Secretary 
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Minutes of the Meeting Present: John Tobin, Chair 
State Board for Architecture Anik Pearson, Vice Chair (by phone) 

Carol Bentel 
1411 Broadway; Regents’ Room Nicole Dosso 
New York, NY 10018 Latoya Kamdang 

Marcy Stanley 
Michael Samuelian 

Absent: Jitendra Vaidya 

Staff: Robert Lopez, Executive Secretary 
Marci McKenna, Assistant in 
Professional Education 

August 10, 2022 

EXECUTIVE SESSION 

1. The Board conducted a practical exam and recommended that the candidate be granted
licensure.

2. The Board reviewed a candidate’s experience obtained at a company which designs and builds
custom treehouses. After discussion, the Board agreed that the candidate should be granted two
months of credit for experience under Category J, experience related to architecture.

3. The Board reviewed disciplinary cases.

4. Motion: Samuelian/Stanley: That the minutes of the May 11, 2022 meeting of the State Board
for Architecture be approved. PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

5. Motion: Dosso/Samuelian: That the Board resume the Open Session. PASSED
UNANIMOUSLY.

Respectfully submitted, 

Robert Lopez, RA 
Executive Secretary 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

 
To: Architecture Board Members Date:   January 24, 2023 
From: 

Robert Lopez   
 

Subject: Board Chair Report  
In reply to:   

 
 
During his Board Chair Report, Chair Tobin will discuss three timely NCARB topics with the State 
Board: 
 
 NCARB Governance Proposed Governance Options  
 NCARB Proposed Regional Realignment 
 Analysis of Practice – Areas of Study/Competencies 

 
Immediately following this memo are the materials the Board is being asked to review, which contain 
important context, history, and details regarding the proposals. It is expected that NCARB will have draft 
resolutions regarding proposed governance and regional realignment and that these will be agenda items 
for NCARB’s Regional Summit in March and NCARB’s Annual Meeting in June. Please note that items 
may be altered from the current proposals as the draft resolutions / final resolutions are reviewed by 
NCARB’s Board of Directors with input from the jurisdictions.. 
 
NCARB has held extensive stakeholder conversations regarding potential governance options for its 
Board of Directors. Details of these options are included after this memo. 
 
Currently, NCARB is comprised of six regions. Under the proposed regional realignment, Regions 1 and 
2 would combine to form the Eastern Region, Regions 4 and 5 would combine to become the Central 
Region, Region 3 would become the Southern Region, and Region 6 would become the Western Region, 
resulting in four regions of NCARB. 
 
Please review the materials so that the Board may have a robust conversation, particularly regarding 
governance and realignment and so that Chair Tobin and the Executive Secretary can better understand 
the advice of the full State Board on these issues..  
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Slide 1 

NCARB Governance Workgroup
Working Draft Concepts

For Member Review and Comment

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

A governance change is a bold move for any organization.  Please keep an open 
mind as we engage with and listen to all member perspectives. 
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Slide 2 

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

A note to our fellow NCARB members,

This slide deck summarizes our first four months of work on your behalf, including 
revisions to our work in response to initial feedback from the community.  We will 
continue to listen, learn, and refine this work in the coming months.

There are bold ideas in these proposals, and we know that will be exciting to some and 
concerning to others.  Our goal is clear and consistent: NCARB needs strong governance 
that represents all our members and their interests.  Regional leaders have been the 
backbone of our National Board and they will continue to be integral to our leadership.  
We’re proposing opening pathways to Board service so that our incredible NCARB 
Committee members can serve. And so our Member Board Members can serve.  And so 
others with knowledge and experience can serve.

NCARB should be governed by all, for all.

We look forward to your thoughts – comments, concerns and questions are all welcome.  

Sincerely,
NCARB Governance Workgroup
Jennifer, Jon, Cathy, Coffee and Alfred

 

Governance Work Group Members: 
 
Jennifer R. Arbuckle    Jon Baker 
AIA, NCARB, LEED AP    FAIA, NCARB, LEED AP 
Vermont      California 
Chair, Region 1     First Vice President/President-elect,  
Chair, FY23 Policy Advisory Committee       NCARB Board of Directors 
Original Chair, DEI Collaborative   Chair, FY23 Regional Leadership Committee 
  
Cathy Morrison     Catherine “Coffee” Polk 
AIA, LEED AP BD+C, NCARB   AIA, NCARB 
North Carolina     Nevada 
President, North Carolina Board   Member, FY23 Exam Committee 
      of Architecture and Registered   Former Member, Re-Think Tank 
      Interior Designers   
Secretary/Treasurer, Region 3   Alfred Vidaurri, Jr. 
Chair, FY23 NCARB Credentials Committee NCARB, NOMA, FAIA 

Texas 
Past President, NCARB Board of Directors 
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Slide 3 

Table of Contents
• Rationale for Governance Review
• Governance Workgroup Charge & Timeline
• Proposed Regional Alignment
• Proposed National Board Structure
• Proposed Process to Select Board
• Transition Planning
• Appendix
• Not-For-Profit Governance Best Practices

Draft as of October 18, 2022 Send feedback to: 
GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org
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Slide 4 

Rationale For This Governance Review

Member listening 
sessions, summer 2021

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

The Board is not representative of the gender and racial diversity of 
society or the profession

The leadership pathway is unnecessarily long

There are barriers to an equitable and inclusive path to leadership

Believe NCARB governance does not reflect the communities we serve. 
(n=151)

Believe at least moderate or significant change is needed (n=157)

Annual Business Meeting 
2022

Discussions about Regional Realignment have been underway for many, 
many years

A resolution proposing governance changes was tabled in 2021 with a 
commitment to further examine the issue

 

• Two years ago, the Diversity Collaborative—now a standing committee—put 
forward a resolution that would update positions on the Board of Directors.  

• The Board of Directors felt more research was needed and we engaged Jon 
Hockman from McKinley Advisors as the Council’s expert governance 
consultant, to lead this effort – beginning with several rounds of listening 
sessions to gather more information from our membership on this topic. 
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Slide 5 

Governance Workgroup Charge

To assess the current NCARB governance structure; 

identify opportunities to evolve in alignment with 

best governance practices and with an eye to 

diversity, equity and inclusion.  

Draft as of October 18, 2022
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org  

This year, President Ward and the Board of Directors appointed a Governance 
Work Group and assigned this charge. 
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Slide 6 

Governance Review Timeline

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

Governance Review 
Launch

(June 2022)

Workgroup Meetings
(Ongoing)

Board Engagement
(September 2022)

DEI Committee 
Engagement

(October 6, 2022)

Regional Leadership 
Committee 

Engagement
(October 10, 2022)

MBC/MBE
(October 14-15, 

2022)

Member Listening 
Sessions

(October –
December 2022)

Board Engagement
(January 2023)

Member Listening 
Sessions: Draft 

Resolution
(February 2023)

Regional Summit 
(March 2023)

Member Listening 
Sessions

(March – April, 
2023)

Board Engagement
(April 2023)

Member Listening 
Sessions: Final 
Draft Resolution 

(May 2023)

Annual Business 
Meeting

(June 15-18, 2023)

Note: this is a 
dynamic 
timeline; 
additional 
milestones 

will be added 
as needed 

The Workgroup is committed to significant member engagement throughout this 
review.  If you have additional suggestions for engagement opportunities, please 
share them. 
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Slide 7 

Proposed Regional Realignment

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

Regions are important for many reasons and will 
remain an essential part of our governance.  Among 
the many benefits of our regional structure are:

• Creation of a community of peers

• Leadership development opportunities

• Development of a volunteer pipeline for NCARB

The current Region structure does have limitations, including:

• Significantly different numbers of jurisdictions in some Regions

• Limited pool of volunteers in some Regions

• Distribution of racial/ethnic diversity differs by geography

Initial member 
feedback 

encouraged the 
Workgroup to 
provide more 

specific details on 
Regional 

Realignment.  Those 
are included on the 

next slide.

 

• Regions are important for many reasons, and they will remain an essential part 
of the Council. 

• The connections and community are a strong part of the Council’s culture. 
• Through service to the Region, we each have the opportunity to support our 

members and develop future leaders, thus building a pipeline of ready and able 
volunteers for the Council. 

 
• At the same time, we recognize there are some limitations with our current 

structure, not the least of which is the varying number of jurisdictions between 
Regions. For smaller Regions, that results in a much more limited pool of 
potential volunteers to serve at either the Regional or national level.  For 
example, we looked at the number of NCARB presidents coming from each 
region over the past 20 years (2003-2023) and only 4 came out of regions 1 and 
2. The overwhelming majority came from Regions 3, 4 and 6. 

• Additionally, we’ve done some preliminary examination on the racial and ethnic 
distribution of record holders and candidates in Regions. Not surprisingly, there 
is variation in different geographies.  If we amend our Region structure, some of 
those disparities could be reduced.  This is covered more on the next slide. 
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Slide 8 

Proposed Regional Realignment

4 Regions with 13 – 16 jurisdictions each

Regions 1 and 2 are combined to create the Eastern Region

Regions 4 and 5 are combined to create the Central Region

 

• For many years there have been conversations across NCARB about a Regional 
realignment.  While many permutations have been offered, the most frequent 
suggestion is outlined here. In short, it involves going to four Regions through 
the combination of two sets of existing Regions. 

• While there does not appear to be an objective, external best practice rationale 
to which we can turn to answer how many Regions NCARB should have, we’ve 
opted to suggest four Regions. Why? Because it is easily understood, minimizes 
disruption and achieves both a more even distribution of jurisdictions and 
better racial and ethnic diversity for each new Region.  
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Slide 9 

Eastern 
Region

Southern 
Region

Central 
Region

Western 
Region

• The volume of record holders will remain imbalanced in this new structure.  The
proposed Central Region simply does not have any ‘mega states’ that have very
large pools of record holders. Each of the other proposed Regions do have
large, impactful states (New York – Eastern; Florida and Texas – Southern;
California – Western).

• The new Eastern Region (formerly Regions 1 + 2) and the new Central Region
(formerly Regions 4 + 5) would have more access to racially and ethnically
diverse talent than is available to them as stand-alone Regions today.
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Slide 10 

Proposed National Board Structure

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

• Geographically organized boards is no longer considered a best practice.  Instead, structuring a board around 
knowledge and experience is the most up to date best practice

• More than ten options were considered by the Workgroup before agreeing on an initial proposal

• Governance benchmarking was done with many other organizations such as the American Hospital Association, 
American Society of Interior Designers, Canadian Bar Association, and American Association of Physician 
Leadership

• Based on member feedback received between September 24 and October 15, 2022, three options are 
presented in the following slides

Members had questions on 
the  roles of Regions on 
the Board. Additional 

potential structures have 
been added for 

consideration.  Note: if the 
membership opts not to 

make changes to the 
Region structure, that will 

impact Board structure 
options.
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Slide 11 

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

Past -
President

President

MBE 
Director At-Large At-Large At-Large At-Large At-Large At-Large

Vice 
PresidentSecretary /

Treasurer

At-LargeRegional 
Director 

Public 
Director

NCARB Board Structure – Option A
Note: this is 
the option 
presented 
between 

September 
24 and 

October 15

• Officer positions are 1-year terms. The Secretary-Treasurer is elected by the membership and automatically 
advances to the next position in subsequent years – as currently happens with the Vice President position today.  
Existing provisions for removing and/or replacing an officer will be retained.

• Regional Director and At-Large Directors are 2-year terms with a 1-term limit.  Must wait 2 years before running for 
the Board again.  Terms will be staggered.

• Public Director and MBE Director will not be changed - 1-year terms with a 3-term limit

 

• The officer corps is changed from 6 to 4 positions.  This is the same in options A, 
B and C. 

• As happens today, candidates for the Secretary/Treasurer position will 
self-declare their interest and will be elected by the membership at the 
Annual Business Meeting.  

• One change is that this position will then automatically advance to the 
next position in subsequent years – just as the Vice President position 
does today.  This proposal provides insured continuity of leadership 
through the Council’s multi-year initiatives. 

• The Public Director and MBE Director are unchanged.  This is the same in 
options A, B and C. 

• The Region Director position is new and would function much like the Public 
Director and MBE Director. In this case, the Regional leadership community 
would jointly determine a nominee for the position. The membership will vote 
by acclimation on the nomination at the Annual Business Meeting. 

• A very significant change in this proposed model is opening more Director 
positions to those who are serving (or have served) NCARB in ways beyond the 
Regional leadership structure.  To be clear:  we fully expect leaders from 
Regions will be strong candidates to serve in the At-Large Director positions in 
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the proposed Board structure.  Regional leaders will remain an essential part 
of NCARB, just as they have been for decades. AND we also believe there are 
many other very qualified persons who serve NCARB through Committees and, 
of course, through service on our Member Boards.  They too can and will be 
strong candidates to serve in the At-Large Director positions.   

• We’ve talked for many years now about multiple pathways to licensure, and
we’ve agreed as a community it is right to recognize alternative pathways.  The
Workgroup believes the same principles are at play here – there should be
multiple pathways to National Board service for NCARB. This structure provides
us with more open, more inclusive pathways that will serve to make our
governance even stronger.
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Slide 12 

NCARB Board Structure – Option B

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

Past -
President

President

MBE 
Director At-Large At-Large At-Large At-Large At-Large At-Large

Vice 
PresidentSecretary /

Treasurer

At-LargeAt-Large
Public 

Director

The Regional 
Director has 

been changed 
to be an 8th

At-Large 
Director

• Officer positions are 1-year terms. The Secretary-Treasurer is elected by the membership and automatically 
advances to the next position in subsequent years – as currently happens with the Vice President position today.  
Existing provisions for removing and replacing an officer will be retained.

• At-Large Directors are 2-year terms with a 1-term limit. Must wait 2 years before running for the Board again. 
Terms will be staggered.

• Public Director and MBE Director will not be changed - 1-year terms with a 3-term limit

 

• The key change between Options A and B is removing the Region Director position 
and creating an 8th At-Large Seat.  Initial member feedback expressed confusion with 
the proposed Region Director position, so this option is intended to address that 
concern. 

• The same rationale for At-Large Directors applies to option B:  opening more 
Director positions to those who are serving (or have served) NCARB in ways beyond 
the Regional leadership structure.  To be clear:  we fully expect leaders from Regions 
will be strong candidates to serve in the At-Large Director positions in the proposed 
Board structure.  Regional leaders will remain an essential part of NCARB, just as 
they have been for decades. AND we also believe there are many very qualified 
persons who serve NCARB through Committees and, of course, through service on 
our Member Boards.  They too can and will be strong candidates to serve in the At-
Large Director positions.   

• The Council has addressed multiple pathways to licensure for many years, and we’ve 
agreed as a community it is right to recognize alternative pathways.  The Workgroup 
believes the same principles are at play here – there should be multiple pathways to 
National Board service for NCARB. This structure provides us with more open, more 
inclusive pathways that will serve to make our governance even stronger. 

• No difference from Option A in regard to officers, MBE, or Public Directors 
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Slide 13 

NCARB Board Structure – Option C

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

Past -
President

President

MBE 
Director

Region 
Director

Region 
Director

At-Large At-Large At-Large At-Large

Vice 
PresidentSecretary /

Treasurer

Region 
Director

Region 
Director

Public 
Director

4 Region 
Directors and 4 

At-Large 
Directors.  This 

option is 
dependent upon 

approval of 
Regional 

Realignment.

• Officer positions are 1-year terms. The Secretary-Treasurer is elected by the membership and automatically
advances to the next position in subsequent years – as currently happens with the Vice President position today.
Existing provisions for removing and replacing an officer will be retained.

• Region Directors and At-Large Directors are 2-year terms with a 1-term limit. Must wait 2 years before running for
the Board again. Terms will be staggered.

• Public Director and MBE Director will not be changed - 1-year terms with a 3-term limit

• The key change here is shifting 4 of the 8 At-Large positions to Region Director
positions.  Some members are concerned about reducing the influence of
Regions and this option is intended to address those comments.

• The same rationale for At-Large Directors applies to option C:  opening more
Director positions to those who are serving (or have served) NCARB in ways
beyond the Regional leadership structure, while retaining Director positions for
a representative of each Region (assuming the membership votes to approve
Regional Realignment).

• 4 At-Large Director positions will be available for the many very qualified
persons who serve NCARB through Committees and, of course, through service
on our Member Boards. As noted previously, the Workgroup believes there
should be multiple pathways to National Board service for NCARB. This
structure provides us with more open, more inclusive pathways that will serve
to make our governance even stronger.

• No difference from Option A in regard to officers, MBE, or Public Directors
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Slide 14 

Pathways to Service 

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

MBE 
Director

At-Large

Any officer 
position

Region 
Director

Public 
Director

These 
pathways 

apply to all 
corresponding 
positions in 
any of the 3 

structure 
options

Service on the National Board any two of the past four years

Service on a Region Board – any current position

Service on a Member Board or NCARB Committee or other NCARB appointment – any position, 
current or past

No change; public members of Member Boards

No change; MBE Community

Regional 
Director

Service on a Region Board – any position, current or past

 

• Officers must have experience on the National Board in order to bring the 
context of the issues to their role. This is of particular importance with the 
reduction of the officer pathway from 6 roles to 4. 

• Either the Region Director or Regional Director would require experience with 
Region Boards (past or present). 

• The At-Large Director is intended to significantly advance inclusivity by 
embracing multiple pathways to NCARB leadership. 
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Slide 15 

Proposed Process to Select Board

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

• Every person joining or becoming an officer of the NCARB Board will be approved by a vote of the membership

• The Credentials Committee will have a modified charge and a Leadership Development Committee is proposed to 
complement their work

Members have 
stressed the desire 
to retain their vote.  

While that was 
always the 

Workgroup’s intent, 
explicit language to 
that effect has been 

added.

The role of the existing Credentials Committee will be slightly modified and will be 
complemented by a new Leadership Development Committee (LDC). This new 
committee role is explained on the next slide. 
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Slide 16 

Proposed Leadership Development Committee (LDC)

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

Responsibilities
• Identify and recruit potential future leaders

• Ensure NCARB provides development opportunities for potential future leaders

• Determine the expertise, experiences and backgrounds needed by the NCARB Board for the coming term

• Develop a transparent, open process for creating a slate of candidates that will be voted on by the membership

• Will work in collaboration and coordination with the Credentials Committee

Composition
• NCARB Committee appointment process: open call for volunteers. Vice President will appoint four people 

to two-year terms.  Terms are staggered, so balance of LDC will have been appointed by the previous 
Vice President.

• 2-year, staggered terms

• Past President will serve as chair – 1 year term

The slate 
developed by 
the LDC must 
win a majority 

vote of the 
membership.

Past President 
(Chair)

Committee 
Member

(even year)

Committee 
Member 

(even year)

Committee 
Member 

(even year)

Committee 
Member 

(even year)

Committee 
Member 

(odd year)

Committee 
Member 

(odd year)

Committee 
Member 

(odd year)

Committee 
Member 

(odd year)

No member of the 
LDC may serve on 
the Board (other 

than Past 
President) and may 

not run for the 
Board for at least 2 

years after 
completing service.

 

Responsibilities 
The workgroup is recommending that NCARB form a Leadership Development 
Committee, which is a leading practice in board governance, to assume three key 
responsibilities, as listed on the slide. 
 
Composition 
• The LDC will be populated using NCARB’s well-proven and highly effective 

committee appointment process. 
• The LDC will create a slate of nominated candidates for the NCARB Board that 

will be submitted to the membership for approval.  If the membership rejects 
the slate, the LDC must develop an alternative slate for subsequent 
consideration by the membership. 

• The election process may need to change to accommodate the LDC process, but 
it is premature to make that determination.  The Workgroup will continue to 
address this matter in the coming months. 
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Slide 17 

Proposed
Every member of the Board will 
demonstrate:
• Knowledge and experience with architectural

licensing and understanding of the matters
and historical nature of issues of importance
to NCARB

• Understanding of issues of concern to 
jurisdictions, including experience serving on 
Member Boards or as an NCARB volunteer

• Familiarity with NCARB programs and 
services

• Strong ethics, integrity, and professionalism

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

NCARB Policy on Diversity and Inclusion
(excerpt):

NCARB is committed to creating a diverse, inclusive, and 
equitable organization where customers, volunteers, and 
employees, whatever gender, race, ethnicity, national origin, 
age, sexual orientation or identity, experience, backgrounds, 
perspectives, education, or disability, feel valued and respected. 
We respect and value diverse life experiences and heritages 
and want to ensure that all voices are valued and heard.

The NCARB Board will be composed through alignment with the 
Policy and will result in a Board that is:
• Gender balanced

• Racially/ethnically inclusive

• Has multiple pathways to service

• Reflects multiple pathways to licensure

• Representative of different practice settings and scale

Knowledge 
+ 

Experience 
Model

Core 
Capabilities

Specific 
Capabilities

Diversity & 
Inclusion

Some members of the 
Board will demonstrate: 
• Knowledge and experience 

related to NCARB’s strategic
initiatives

And/or
• Other perspectives that bring

value to NCARB’s mission such 
as a recently licensed architect, 
an educator, etc.

• A best practice for nonprofit boards is to have a knowledge and experience-
based board.  We have opted to frame that as a knowledge and experience
model.

• Leading practices in board selection center around identifying the sum total
combination of necessary skills and diversity factors that will contribute to an
effective board and focusing recruitment and selection efforts around finding
individuals who will contribute the needed attributes (Recruiting the Right
Board, 2019).

• Noncompetitive elections are the best practice as they give the best
opportunity to address knowledge and experience, composition, and diversity
objectives, while avoiding the potential popularity contest that elections often
introduce. The ASAE Research Foundation found that ascertaining board
knowledge and experience is the most influential step to having a high-
performing board, and thus, a board knowledge and experience model is being
recommended (Building Better Association Boards, 2019).

• The most effective boards are made up of groups of individuals with essential
and complementary leadership knowledge and experience (Building Better
Association Boards, 2019). To build a knowledge and experience-based board,
we started by identifying the knowledge and experiences critical for all NCARB
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board members and those that should be demonstrated by at least one board 
member – both in conjunction with our existing Policy on Diversity and 
Inclusion. 

• A 2022 ASAE Research Foundation Report found that “Boards that are
intentional about their efforts to recruit underrepresented groups into
governance roles, and measure their progress in the area of recruitment, are
more likely to realize the full benefits of DEI practices.”
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Slide 18 

Proposed Election Process

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

LDC consults 
the current 
Board to 
identify skills, 
experiences, 
and 
perspectives 
needed to 
complement 
the anticipated 
work of the 
upcoming 
Board term

Open call for 
candidates for 
At-Large 
Director 
positions; all 
candidates 
complete an 
application

All At-Large 
Director 
applications 
are made 
anonymous 
prior to review 
by the LDC in 
order to reduce 
potential bias

LDC uses the 
Knowledge + 
Experience 
Model to 
consider 
candidates that 
can best help 
meet the needs 
of the Board

LDC asks 
Credentials 
Committee to 
qualify all 
anticipated 
members of 
the slate

LDC proposes 
a slate of 
vetted, 
qualified At-
Large Director 
candidates for 
consideration 
by the 
membership

Membership 
votes on the 
slated 
candidates

If rejected, the 
LDC will 
develop an 
alternative 
slate and 
resubmit for a 
vote by the 
membership

LDC consults the 
current Board to 
identify skills, 
experiences, and 
perspectives needed to 
complement the 
anticipated work of the 
upcoming Board term

Open call for 
candidates for the 
Secretary/Treasurer 
position; all candidates 
complete an 
application

Secretary/Treasurer 
candidates are 
reviewed by the 
Credentials Committee 
to ensure qualification  

Membership votes to 
select the new 
Secretary/Treasurer

The incumbent 
Secretary/Treasurer 
automatically advances 
to the Vice President 
role; the Vice President 
advances to President; 
the President advances 
to the Past President

Officers

At-Large
Directors

Region 
Directors 
(if Structure 
Option C 
advances)

LDC consults 
the current 
Board  to 
identify skills, 
experiences, 
and 
perspectives 
needed to 
complement 
the anticipated 
work of the 
upcoming 
Board term

Region Boards 
nominate at 
least 2 
candidates 
from their 
Region

All Region 
Director 
applications 
are made 
anonymous 
prior to review 
by the LDC in 
order to reduce 
potential bias

LDC uses the 
Knowledge + 
Experience 
Model to 
consider 
candidates that 
can best help 
meet the needs 
of the Board

LDC asks 
Credentials 
Committee to 
qualify all 
anticipated 
members of 
the slate

LDC proposes 
a slate of 
vetted, 
qualified 
Region Director 
candidates for 
consideration 
by the 
membership

Membership 
votes on the 
slated 
candidates

If rejected, the 
LDC will 
develop an 
alternative 
slate and 
resubmit for a 
vote by the 
membership

Existing 
process for 

electing MBE 
and Public 

Director are 
unchanged

 

• The voice of our members will remain paramount in determining NCARB’s 
leadership.   

 
• The membership vote for At-Large and Region Directors could happen in many 

ways.  Among those currently being discussed are: 
• A single vote on the slate as a whole (not including the 

Secretary/Treasurer – that would be a separate vote) 
• A vote on each individual person on the slate 
• A distinction under consideration for the Region Directors: 

• Regions would submit two candidates for their Region Director 
position.  The LDC will assess knowledge and experience in line 
with requirements to recommend a final candidate for the slate. 

• The Work Group will continue to discuss other possible approaches in 
addition to those listed above. 

 
• Very precise and complete details of these processes will be developed and 

documented to accompany any proposed resolutions.   
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Slide 19 

Transition Planning

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

• There will be a phased transition over several years

Members have many 
questions about how 
all of this will work.  

Additional details have 
been added here.  

Precise and complete 
procedures will be 

developed in 
conjunction with any 
draft resolution(s)
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Slide 20 

Transition Planning

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

No changes will impact the 2023 
Annual Business Meeting in Tampa

If the membership approves, the 
Leadership Development 

Committee will be appointed post-
Tampa. They will begin their work 

for the 2024 Annual Business 
Meeting

The LDC will work over the course 
of 2023-2024 to propose a slate of 

candidates for a vote of the 
membership at the 2024 Annual 
Business Meeting.  They will only 

slate candidates for Director 
positions where the incumbent is 

terming out in 2024

National Board members will 
complete the terms for which they 
have been elected prior to 2024. 

Any Director representing a Region 
that has been combined with 

another Region may stay on the 
National Board through the 

remainder of their term.

In 2024, the Secretary/Treasurer 
position will be combined. One 
person will be elected to that 
position in 2024. The 2nd Vice 

President, 1st Vice President and 
President will stand for election by 
the membership in 2024.  Those 

elected will automatically advance 
to the next position in 2025

If the membership approves 
Regional Realignment, the change 

will be effective July 1, 2024

Existing Region Boards that are 
impacted by Region consolidation 

will determine how their Boards will 
combine. One option: temporarily 

create a ‘mega-board’ comprised of 
all current board members. As 

terms expire, shrink the board to 
pre-consolidation size

Reminder: the 
MBE and 
Public 

Directors will 
not be 

impacted by 
any changes.

 

• This slide does not include every detail on how the process will work. It is 
intended to convey the direction and intent. As member feedback continues 
and the recommendations are further refined, we will build even more granular 
processes and plans. 
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Slide 21 

 

Please share your feedback: 
GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org  
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Slide 22 

Governance Workgroup

Draft as of October 18, 2022 
Send feedback to: GovernanceWorkGroup@ncarb.org

Jennifer R. Arbuckle
AIA, NCARB, LEED AP
Vermont

Chair, Region 1
Chair, FY23 Policy Advisory 
Committee
Original Chair, DEI Collaborative

Catherine “Coffee” Polk
AIA, NCARB
Nevada

Member, FY23 Exam Committee
Former Member, Re-Think Tank

Alfred Vidaurri, Jr.
NCARB, NOMA, FAIA
Texas

Past President, NCARB Board of 
Directors

Jon Baker
FAIA, NCARB, LEED AP
California

First Vice President/President-elect, 
NCARB Board of Directors

Cathy Morrison
AIA, LEED AP BD+C, NCARB
North Carolina

President, North Carolina Board of 
Architecture and Registered Interior 
Designers
Secretary/Treasurer, Region 3
Chair, FY23 NCARB Credentials 
Committee
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Report from NCARB meeting, October 15th 2022 
I. NCARB Presentation
A. Presentation was called “Shaping the Future” - Andy McIntyre talked about exploring new

competencies
• Reimagining the path to licensure -  and an analysis of practice.
• He started with “Why?”
• This was not the first time this analysis had been done.
• It was important to go in with no preconceptions.
• They wanted to consider many other contributors than previous analyses, and they wanted to

make sure there were multiple voices in the conversation. In particular they wanted to get input
post COVID.

• They used a variety of collection methods. Then they gave it to Alpine testing analytics.
• There are three phases to the process,

• qualitative data collection,
• Mixed methods,
• Synthesis and validation.

• There were nine topics, feel like he talked about the topics and they're still exploring the data as
there's lots of layers

• New York did not participate in the survey, but they were able to get lots of participation
through the AIA New York

II. Breakout groups
A. The group broke out into table breakouts, with the online participants forming a breakout

group.
• There were three questions:
• What study areas are you most interested in, and why? What observations interest you? Is there

a thread or theme that you would like the council to explore further. open

B. Report Out
• Professional development has been watered down just marketing lunches. The value of licensure

is important the topic new line
• There were several overlaps in the topics - code compliance was mentioned several times new

lines code compliance is getting incredibly complex code officials are confused
• In the report out, George Miller noted some odd issues around specialization, such as

waterproofing.
• Architects are generalists.
• GI path to licensure by another table
• Hiring NAAB education not important?
• No consideration of non traditional roles government employees hospital employees
• Sustainability sprinkled around but not a major theme.
• Pass rates.
• Table five mentioned the importance of soft skills.
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• Noted low numbers of women and leadership low.
• Also noted specialization and the fact that nab is not important.
• Table 6 mentioned the importance of been deliverables, and the exchange of models. Wondered

why education along variety of software and does not just focus put a lot of focus on revenues
which is essentially the tool of the business.

• Having run out of time the report out ended.

III. Competencies
The second part of the meeting focused on core competencies required for licensure and continuing
education. Various feedback from the group is below.

• Putting together/understanding technical documents
• Translating program into design and communicating that design with clients
• Coordinating with consultants
• Delivery standards (also involves software proficiency)
• Working with contractors during construction
• Soft skills

Ways to assess competencies: 

• 12-hour design test (tongue in cheek)
• Reviewing completed document sets (but difficult to know authorship)
• Observation
• Process vs product – product is more important
• What you know (knowledge) + what you know how to do (skills) – we’re good at assessing the

first part but not the second
• Group were not fans of self-assessment
• Oral exam – communicate about your documents, how you would handle a specific situation

Interdisciplinary coordination – regular exam
• See their problem-solving skills in action – make them work on a real scenario with a real

architect?
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NCARB MBE Meeting
October 15th, 2022
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Analysis of Practice
Study Areas and Sample Insights

The Analysis of Practice had over 24,000 total engagements, with over 13,500 individuals participating in the main Phase III validation survey. 

Health, Safety, & Welfare

Respondents list public safety events, sustainability, and natural and environmental disasters as the top 
three influences on health, safety, and welfare (HSW) in recent years. The value rankings below explore the 
distinction between health and safety versus welfare, as well as areas that could strengthen in the future.

HEALTH & SAFETY
1. Fire safety
2. Code compliance
3. Public safety
4. Structural stability
5. Protection from loss of life/property

WELFARE
1. Accessibility/universal design
2. Indoor air quality
3. Code compliance
4. Sense of safety/security
5. Access to sunlight

AREAS TO STRENGTHEN
1. Energy performance
2. Carbon footprint
3. Resilience to extreme temps
4. Resilience to flooding
5. Quality of materials

Roles & Responsibilities

This section explores the prevalence of different tasks by level of experience/
seniority, and how technology and other factors are shaping the role of the 
architect. Below are the top five responses for factors shaping the  
architecture profession.

TOP TRENDS
1. Greater need for soft skills
2. Need for cross-functional knowledge
3. More women entering the profession
4. Sustainability: awareness and advocacy
5. Adaptive reuse of existing buildings

INCREASING TECHNOLOGY
1. 3D modeling, rendering, and simulation
2. Marketing tasks
3. Virtual and augmented reality
4. Use of parametric software
5. Performance modeling

FUTURE IMPORTANCE
1. Material and labor cost volatility
2. Sustainability
3. Resiliency/building performance
4. Accessibility
5. Material understanding

IMPACT OF AUTOMATION
1. Performance modeling
2. Building models (physical and virtual)
3. Presentation drawings
4. Perspective drawings
5. Clash detection/conflict resolution

Value of Licensure

Respondents indicate that a high value is placed on 
licensure, both personally and professionally. The positive 
perceptions of licensure are described below.

PERCEPTIONS
1. Licensure has a high perceived value
2. Universal regardless of firm size or work setting
3. Immediate benefit upon licensure
4. Career opportunities and personal growth
5. Is valued by clients

Path to Licensure

Younger architects and candidates place higher expectations on demonstrating levels of proficiency, and 
have lower expectations on duration of experience than their older peers. The rankings below show the 
level of importance that respondents believe licensure should place upon different experiences  
and attributes.

KNOWLEDGE
1. Life safety
2. Construction documents
3. Accessibility
4. Codes
5. Constructibility

PROFICIENCY
1. Professionalism
2. Critical thinking
3. Problem solving
4. Verbal communication
5. Written communication

EXPERIENCE
1. Full project life cycle
2. Different construction types
3. Interdisciplinary collaboration
4. Working with clients
5. Different project types

Specializations

Specializations have higher value in large firms and for experienced 
architects. Younger architects and candidates see greater value in early career 
specializations than their older peers. Below are the rankings of current 
specializations and those with increasing future value.

CURRENT
1. Code compliance
2. Waterproofing
3. Space planning
4. Roofing
5. Construction admin

FUTURE
1. Energy compliance modeling
2. Adaptive reuse
3. Sustainable design/accessibility
4. Infrastructure
5. Digital design software/BIM

Ethics

Client expectations/demands and value 
engineering pose the biggest conflict to
an architect’s ethical responsibility. Ethical 
expectations are ranked below.

EXPECTATIONS
1. Be responsible to client
2. Be honest/have integrity
3. Meet financial responsibilities
4. Promote accessibility/universal design
5. Avoid/disclose conflict of interest

Professional Development

Generally, respondents believe CE is an important part of the licensure 
framework, that it should relate to HSW and that more rigorous content should 
be available.

TOP CE TOPICS
1. Building codes & reg requirements
2. Building and material science
3. Building systems technology
4. Accessibility
5. Construction means and methods

DELIVERY PREFERENCE
1. Online courses
2. In person courses
3. Lunch and learns
4. Webinars
5. Conferences

DEI

87% of respondents believe that diversity is 
increasing in the profession. Below are the top 
challenges and opportunities identified to 
help further advance DEI.

CHALLENGES/OPPORTUNITIES
1. Increase exposure to diverse groups
2. Addressing DEI starts with firm culture
3. Earlier outreach to schools/colleges
4. Highlight success stories of minorities
5. Provide additional financial support

Hiring Decisions

Respondents indicate that firms typically seek diversity when hiring architects, 
but do not make much distinction for NAAB-accredited versus non-accredited 
degrees. The rankings below indicate the different values hiring managers place 
on knowledge depending on the type of hire.

ENTRY-LEVEL ARCHITECT
1. Technical drawing
2. Technology application
3. Design
4. Research
5. Sketching

SENIOR ARCHITECT
1. Contracts
2. Coordination
3. Life safety
4. Constructibility
5. Legal implications of practice

MID-LEVEL ARCHITECT
1. Construction documents
2. Documentation
3. Detailing
4. Codes
5. Life safety
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NEW YORK STATE BOARD FOR ARCHITECTURE 
BOARD OFFICE REPORT 

 
Registrants 
 
  Current Resident Registrants:             11,776 
  Current Non-Resident Registrants:    8,871 
  Foreign Registrants:              396 
  Total Number of Registrants as of 1/4/23             21,043 
 
 
Licenses Issued   
2022 – 953; 2021 – 804; 2020 – 681; 2019 – 814; 2018 – 1,108; 2017 - 1,080 
 
ARE Candidates   (July 23, 2022 – January 20, 2023)              0 
Early Admit ARE Candidates  (July 23, 2022 – January 20, 2023)              404 
NCARB Certification   (July 23, 2022 – January 20, 2023)               149 
Endorsement    (July 23, 2022 – January 20, 2023)                        8  
Endorsement PE no QT  (July 23, 2022 – January 20, 2023)                   4 
Via Educ, Exp & Exams  (July 23, 2022 – January 20, 2023)                      24 
 
Candidate Admissions to ARE 
2022 – 770 (lowest since 2008); 2021 – 875; 2020 – 889; 2019 – 1,075; 2018–1,005; 2017 – 880 
 
NYSED/OP/Staff Activities 
The Executive Secretary has been involved in the following virtual licensure presentations since 
the last Board meeting: 
 
 Cooper Union – September 19, 2022 – 25 participants 
 Pratt Institute – October 12, 2022 – 140 participants 

 
The New York State Board of Regents authorized the SUNY Board of Trustees to award the 
Bachelor of Architecture (B.Arch) degree to students who successfully complete the new B.Arch 
program at SUNY College of Technology at Delhi, effective September 13, 2022. Should the 
program be awarded candidacy for NAAB accreditation, it will be the 14th college/university in 
New York to have an NAAB accredited program or be in candidacy status for such a program. 
The September 2022 Regents item immediately follows the Board report. 
 
The Architecture website for the Office of the Professions has been redesigned, and Board 
Members are welcome to visit it at https://www.op.nysed.gov/architecture. Among other 
updates, the pathways to licensure have been updated and detailed “how to” instructions are now 
included. 
 
As part of the website update, Board members were sent an email from SharePoint and must 
create an account to view the Board Members’ Only website. This will allow Board members to 
access important documents, including practical exam candidates’ project info and Board 
packages. 
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Legislative / Regulatory Activity  
The NYS Legislature is in a new two-year session that will run from January 2023 through 
December 2024. Many of the former bills noted below have yet to be introduced by the 
Legislature. 

Legislation of interest follows:    

A1891-D / S5261-B – Expanded ownership in design professional corporations by employee 
stock ownership plans and non-licensed employees  
Provides for expanded ownership in design professional corporations by employee stock 
ownership plans and non-licensed employees 
Bill was signed as Chapter 439 of the Laws of 2022.  

S / A – Relates to building permits 
Authorizes a city, town or village to establish a program whereby a building permit may be 
issued based upon certification by a registered architect or professional engineer. 
Bill number not yet introduced 

S / A– Establishes a program where a municipal department of buildings may accept 
certain construction documents for code compliance  
Establishes a program where a municipal department of buildings may accept construction 
documents required to be filed in relation to code compliance prior to issuance of a certificate of 
occupancy with less than a full examination by such municipal department of buildings based on 
a professional certification of an applicant who is an architect or professional engineer; makes 
related provisions. 
Bill is not yet introduced 

S / A – Requires certain engineering plans that could pose a material risk to public safety to 
bear a stamp of approval of a professional engineer  
Requires certain engineering plans or specifications for engineering work or services that could 
pose a material risk to public safety to bear a stamp of approval of a professional engineer and 
authorizes the public service commission to promulgate rules and regulations relating to such 
requirement. 
Bill is not yet introduced 

A / S – Relates to the establishment of the water-based fire protection licensure act 
Establishes water-based fire protection licensure act, setting forth licensure requirements for 
contractors engaged in the business of the layout, installing, repairing, inspecting, testing, or 
maintaining of water-based fire protection systems and components. 
Bill is not yet introduced 

A / No Same As – Interior Design/State Contracting 
Adds interior design services as a type of contract that can be entered into and negotiated by the 
state 
Bill is not yet introduced 

A / No Same As - Licensing consequences for serious abuse of self-certification privileges  
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Relates to licensing consequences for architects or engineers who seriously abuse their self-
certification privileges 
Bill is not yet introduced 

A / S – New York Emergency Responder Act  
Enacts the New York emergency responder act limiting the liability of certain emergency 
responders. 
Bill is not yet introduced 

A / S – NYC DoB False Documents  
Relates to false statements in documents submitted to the department of buildings of the city of 
New York 
Bill is not yet introduced 

A / No Same As – Increases to $50,000 for cost of construction threshold 
Increases to $50,000 the cost of the construction of a building, structure or public work, above 
which an engineer, land surveyor or architect must be utilized 
Bill is not yet introduced 

S / No Same As - Requires Public Authorities to negotiate with QBS 
Requires public authorities to negotiate with most qualified architectural and engineering 
professional firms before negotiating with other firms 
Bill is not yet introduced 

Former Legislation of Interest 

No bill number yet – Ag / Markets Defining Farm Conservation  
Directs the department of agriculture and markets and the state soil and water conservation 
committee to review and define farm conservation practices which are within the professions of 
engineering, land surveying and architecture 

No bill number yet – Mandating continuing education for certified interior designers 
Relates to mandating continuing education for certified interior designers 

No bill number yet - Good Samaritan Act 
Enacts the engineers', architects', landscape architects' and land surveyors' good samaritan act  

No bill number yet – Land Surveyor Designing Approved Sewage Disposal Systems 
Provides that where a nitrogen-reducing sewage disposal system approved by the county 
department of health is designed by a land surveyor for an individual residential lot or is 
designed by a person who holds a valid license from the county to design sewage disposal 
systems for replacement or retrofit on an individual lot, such persons are exempt from the 
provisions of section 7208 of the education law; relates to qualifications for the design of a 
nitrogen-reducing sewage disposal system in a county of one million or more which draws its 
primary source of drinking water for a majority of county residents from a designated sole 
source aquifer. 

No bill number yet – Relates to the Liability of Design Professionals 
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Relates to the liability of design professionals; prohibits broad indemnification of a state or local 
agency or political subdivision involving public work for contracts executed on or after January 
1, 2020. 
 
No bill number yet - Malpractice Insurance 
Requires engineers and architects to maintain malpractice insurance in the amount of 
$1,000,000 
 
No bill number yet – Licensure Standards 
An act to amend the education law, in relation to the review of licensure standards for 
architecture and landscape architecture.   
 
No bill number yet – Land Surveying Definition  
Relates to the definition of the practice of land surveying.   
 
No bill number yet – Professional Certification for Nassau and Suffolk Counties  
Establishes procedures authorizing certain municipalities to grant building permits upon 
certification by a licensed professional engineer or a registered architect 
 
No bill number yet – Relates to the practice of certified interior design; repealer  
Regulates the practice of certified interior design including the use of proper seals and 
construction documents; adds CE requirement for CID’s 
 
No bill number yet - Repeals mandatory continuing education for architects  
Repeals a provision of the education law requiring mandatory continuing education for 
architects.   
 
No bill number yet – Self-Certification 
Grants cities authority to review plans for the construction of structures proposed to be made 
within its boundaries 
 
 
 
Office of Professional Discipline 
Christine J. Bodouva 
Jeffrey Cole 
Jeffrey Cole Architect PC 
Shawn Eric Stiles 
Design + Urbanism Architectural LLC 
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THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT / THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK / ALBANY, NY 12234

TO: The Honorable Members of the Board of Regents 

FROM: Sarah S. Benson  

SUBJECT: State University of New York College of Technology at 
Delhi: Authorization to Award the Bachelor of Architecture 
(B.Arch.) degree 

DATE: September 1, 2022 

AUTHORIZATION(S): 

SUMMARY 

Issue for Decision (Consent) 

Should the Board of Regents authorize the Board of Trustees of the State 
University of New York (SUNY) to confer the B.Arch. degree at State University of New 
York College of Technology at Delhi? 

Reason(s) for Consideration 

Required by State statute. 

Proposed Handling 

This issue will come before the Full Board at its September 2022 meeting where 
it will be voted on and action taken. 

Procedural History 

At its May 8, 2019, meeting, the SUNY Board of Trustees authorized the State 
University of New York College of Technology at Delhi to offer the B.Arch. program. On 
May 13, 2019, the Department received the request from the College to offer a B.Arch. 
program in Architecture.  

BR (CA) 21
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Background Information 

Paragraph (f) of subdivision (2) of §355 of the Education Law authorizes the 
State University Board of Trustees: 

To grant all degrees, diplomas, and certificates which heretofore [i.e., July 1, 1948] 
have been granted or have been authorized to be granted upon the completion of courses 
of study in any state-operated institution which now is or hereafter may be in the state 
university, prior to the acquisition of such institution by the state university, and also such 
other degrees as the regents may hereafter specifically authorize them to grant. 

Degree authorization is necessary as the award represents the State University of 
New York College of Technology at Delhi’s first use of the B.Arch. degree title. Board of 
Regents approval of this authorization will allow the registration of acceptable programs 
leading to the B.Arch. degree. 

The College has existing related degree programs including an Associate of 
Applied Science (A.A.S) in Architectural Technology and Bachelor of Technology 
(B.Tech.) programs in Architectural Design and Building and Construction Management:  
Design and Building. 

Related Regents Items 

Not Applicable. 

Recommendation 

It is recommended that the Board of Regents take the following action: 

VOTED: That the Board of Regents authorize the SUNY Board of Trustees to 
award the B.Arch. degree on duly qualified students successfully completing the B.Arch. 
program at the State University of New York College of Technology at Delhi effective 
September 13, 2022. 

Timetable for Implementation 

If the Regents approve the degree authorization, the Department will register the 
program and the College will proceed to recruit and enroll students. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

To: Architecture Board Members Date:   January 19, 2023 
From: 

Robert Lopez  
Subject: OPD Conversation 
In reply to: 

It has been many years since the State Board has had a conversation with the Department’s Office of 
Professional Discipline (OPD). Dennis Spillane, the Executive Director of OPD, and Juan DeJesus, the 
Supervisor of the Special Projects Unit who handles a lot of architecture enforcement cases, will attend 
the Board’s February meeting to discuss enforcement in the architectural profession.  

The intent of the conversation is to assist seasoned Board members and those just beginning their term on 
the State Board when reviewing enforcement cases. 

Topics that Dennis and Juan will touch upon during this conversation are as follows: 

 Overview of NYS Education Law Sections 6509-6511 and Regents Rules Part 29.1 and 29.3
 Consistency in how upstate and downstate handle enforcement cases
 Items Board members may need to help them during the enforcement process (i.e. drawings,

specifications, contracts, letter agreements, scopes of work)
 Additional details about the Board’s involvement during the enforcement process
 How can Board members effectively help during the enforcement process?
 How can OPD help Board members to be more effective during the enforcement process?
 Importance of flagging public safety issues during the process
 Balance of penalties assessed at the end of the enforcement process
 Assigning of Cases to Board members – how to ensure an equitable workload for Board members
 When should a Board member recuse from reviewing a case?
 Can OPD have an “Executive Summary” document that introduces each case? And in the same

format for all cases? In so doing, it will allow a Board member to determine if they can review a
case right there and then (is it a five-page document to review or hundreds of pages), or if it is a
very detailed case that will take additional time

Immediately following this email are the relevant sections of the Education Law and Regents Rules. 
Please review these sections of the Law and Rules prior to the meeting with OPD. 
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6. Refusing to provide professional service to a person because of such person's race, creed, color, or national origin,

7. Permitting, aiding or abetting an unlicensed person to perform activities requiring a license,

8. Practicing the profession while the license is suspended, or wilfully failing to register or notify the department of any

change of name or mailing address, or, if a professional service corporation wilfully failing to comply with sections fifteen

hundred three and fifteen hundred fourteen of the business corporation law or, if a university faculty practice corporation

wilfully failing to comply with paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) of section fifteen hundred three and section fifteen hundred

fourteen of the business corporation law,

9. Committing unprofessional conduct, as defined by the board of regents in its rules or by the commissioner in regulations

approved by the board of regents,

10. A violation of section twenty-eight hundred three-d or twentyeight hundred five-k of the public health law.

11. A violation of section six thousand five hundred five-b of this chapter by a professional other than a professional subject to

the provisions of paragraph (f) of subdivision one of section twenty-eight hundred five-k of the public health law.

12. In the event that the department of environmental conservation has reported to the department alleged misconduct by an

architect or professional engineer in making a certification under section nineteen of the tax law (relating to the green

building tax credit) the board of regents, upon a hearing and a finding of willful misconduct, may revoke the license of

such professional or prescribe such other penalty as it determines to be appropriate.

13. In the event that any agency designated pursuant to title four-B of article four of the real property tax law (relating to the

green roof tax abatement) has reported to the department alleged misconduct by an architect or engineer in making a

certification under such title, the board of regents, upon a hearing and a finding of willful misconduct, may revoke the

license of such professional or prescribe such other penalty as it determines to be appropriate.

14. In the event that any agency designated pursuant to title four-C of article four of the real property tax law (relating to the

solar electric generating system tax abatement) has reported to the department alleged misconduct by an architect or

engineer in making a certification under such title, the board of regents, upon a hearing and a finding of willful

misconduct, may revoke the license of such professional or prescribe such other penalty as it determines to be appropriate.
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Welcome to the Office of the Professions' newly redesigned website. Portions of this site may still be under 

development, so if you experience any issues or have any questions please submit a Website Feedback Form. 
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---office of the Professions 

Menu 

Search ... 

Article 130 General Provisions Subarticle 3, Professional 

Misconduct 

Home > Education Law > Article 130 General Provisions Subarticle 3, Professional Misconduct 

Laws, Rules & Regulations 

Education Law 

Rules of the Board of Regents 

Regulations of the Commissioner of Education 

§6510 Proceedings in cases of P-rofessional misconduct.

In cases of professional misconduct the proceedings shall be as follows: 

1. Preliminary procedures.

a. Complaint. A complaint of a licensee's professional misconduct may be made by any person to the education

department.

b. Investigation. The department shall investigate each complaint which alleges conduct constituting professional

misconduct. The results of the investigation shall be referred to the professional conduct officer designated by the

board of regents pursuant to section sixty-five hundred six of this article. If such officer decides that there is not

substantial evidence of professional misconduct or that further proceedings are not warranted, no further action shall

be taken. If such officer, after consultation with a professional member of the applicable state board for the

profession, determines that there is substantial evidence of professional misconduct, and that further proceedings

are warranted, such proceedings shall be conducted pursuant to this section. If the complaint involves a question o •

professional expertise, then such officer may seek, and if so shall obtain, the concurrence of at least two members c

a panel of three members of the applicable board. The department shall cause a preliminary review of every report

made to the department pursuant to section twenty-eight hundred three-e as added by chapter eight hundred sixty-
1/5 
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Welcome to the Office of the Professions' newly redesigned website. Portions of this site may still be under 

development, so if you experience any issues or have any questions please submit a Website Feedback Form. 
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

---office of the Professions 

Menu 

Search ... 

Article 130 General Provisions Subarticle 3, Professional 

Misconduct 

Home > Education Law > Article 130 General Provisions Subarticle 3, Professional Misconduct 

Laws, Rules & Regulations 

Education Law 

Rules of the Board of Regents 

Regulations of the Commissioner of Education 

§6511 Penalties for professional misconduct.

The penalties which may be imposed by the board of regents on a present or former licensee found guilty of professional

misconduct (under the definitions and proceedings prescribed in sections sixty-five hundred nine and sixty-five hundred ten of

this article) are: (1) censure and reprimand, (2) suspension of license, (a) wholly, for a fixed period of time; (b) partially, until the

licensee successfully completes a course of retraining in the area to which the suspension applies; (c) wholly, until the licensee

successfully completes a course of therapy or treatment prescribed by the regents; (3) revocation of license, (4) annulment of

license or registration, (5) limitation on registration or issuance of any further license, (6) a fine not to exceed ten thousand

dollars, upon each specification of charges of which the respondent is determined to be guilty, (7) a requirement that a licensee
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iii. a. all licensees placing advertisements shall maintain, or cause to be maintained, an exact copy of each

advertisement, transcript, tape or videotape thereof as appropriate for the medium used, for a period of

one year after its last appearance. This copy shall be made available for inspection upon demand of the 

Education Department; 

b. a licensee shall not compensate or give anything of value to representatives of the press, radio, television

or other communications media in anticipation of or in return for professional publicity in a news item;

iv. Testimonials, demonstrations, dramatizations, or other portrayals of professional practice are permissible

provided that they otherwise comply with the rules of professional conduct and further provided that the

following conditions are satisfied:

a. the patient or client expressly authorizes the portrayal in writing;

b. appropriate disclosure is included to prevent any misleading information or imagery as to the identity of

the patient or client;

c. reasonable disclaimers are included as to any statements made or results achieved in a particular matter;

d. the use of fictional situations or characters may be used if no testimonials are included; and

e. fictional client testimonials are not permitted;

13. failing to respond within 30 days to written communications from the Education Department or the Department of

Health and to make available any relevant records with respect to an inquiry or complaint about the licensee's

unprofessional conduct. The period of 30 days shall commence on the date when such communication was delivered

personally to the licensee. If the communication is sent from either department by registered or certified mail, with

return receipt requested, to the address appearing in the last registration, the period of 30 days shall commence on

the date of delivery to the licensee, as indicated by the return receipt;

14. violating any term of probation or condition or limitation imposed on the licensee by the Board of Regents pursuant

to Education Law, Section 6511.

3/4 
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3. As used in paragraph (2) of this subdivision:

i. Delegator means a primary design team or team of design professionals which may be composed of

professional engineers, land surveyors, professional geologists, architects and landscape architects acting either

alone or in combination, licensed and registered in accordance with Articles 145, 147 or 148 of the Education

Law, and authorized to provide the services being delegated.

ii. Intermediate entity means a person or entity, typically a contractor or subcontractor, responsible for performing

the work under the contract for construction.

iii. Delegatee means a design professional, licensed and registered in accordance with Articles 145, 147 or 148 of

the Education Law, who is employed or retained by the intermediate entity to produce design work in

compliance with the performance requirements and parameters specified by a delegator.

iv. Certify means a written statement by a licensee confirming responsibility for the work and attesting that the

work prepared meets the specifications (as well as conforming to governing codes applicable at the time the

work was prepared), and conforms to prevailing standards of practice.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

 
To: Architecture Board Members Date:   January 20, 2023 
From: 

Robert Lopez   
 

Subject: Continuing Education Modernization  
In reply to:   

 
 
As you all are aware, Chapter 578 of the Laws of 2021 (immediately following this memo) modified the 
continuing education requirements in New York. As required by statute and review of policy, the 
Regulations of the Commissioner of New York State must be similarly amended. The proposed 
amendments were presented to the Board of Regents Professional Practice Committee at their December 
2023 meeting and follow Chapter 578 in the Board’s package. 
 
To assist the State Board when reviewing the proposed regulations, items that are underlined are to be 
added to the existing regulation, and items in [brackets] are to be deleted. 
 
The regulatory amendments are out for public comment, and, after review of any public comments 
received, it is anticipated that the proposed amendment will be presented for adoption at the April 2023 
Regents meeting, with an effective date of May 3, 2023. 
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S6783  COONEY  Same as A 7604  Glick 
ON FILE: 05/17/21 Education Law
TITLE....Relates to mandatory continuing education for architects
05/17/21 REFERRED TO HIGHER EDUCATION
05/24/21 COMMITTEE DISCHARGED AND COMMITTED TO RULES
05/24/21 ORDERED TO THIRD READING CAL.1307
06/01/21 PASSED SENATE
06/01/21 DELIVERED TO ASSEMBLY
06/01/21 referred to higher education
06/02/21 substituted for a7604
06/02/21 ordered to third reading rules cal.268
06/02/21 passed assembly
06/02/21 returned to senate
10/22/21 DELIVERED TO GOVERNOR
11/03/21 SIGNED CHAP.578

COONEY
Amd §7308, Ed L 
Relates to mandatory continuing education for architects; removes exemption from mandatory continuing
education requirements for the triennial registration period when an architect is first licensed; allows no more than
six continuing education hours taken during one triennium may be transferred to a subsequent triennium; makes
related provisions.

06/02/21 S6783 Assembly Vote Yes:  148 No :  0

06/01/21 S6783 Senate Vote Aye:  61 Nay:  2

Go to Top of Page

Floor Votes:

06/02/21  S6783   Assembly Vote  Yes: 148  No : 0
Yes  Abbate Yes  Abinanti Yes  Anderson Yes  Angelino
Yes  Ashby Yes  Aubry Yes  Barclay Yes  Barnwell

Yes  Barrett Yes  Barron Yes  Benedetto Yes  Bichotte
Hermelyn

Yes  Blankenbush Yes  Brabenec Yes  Braunstein Yes  Bronson
Yes  Brown Yes  Burdick Yes  Burgos Yes  Burke
Yes  Buttenschon Yes  Byrne Yes  Byrnes Yes  Cahill
Yes  Carroll Yes  Clark Yes  Colton Yes  Conrad
Yes  Cook Yes  Cruz Yes  Cusick Yes  Cymbrowitz
Yes  Darling Yes  Davila Yes  De La Rosa Yes  DeStefano
Yes  Dickens Yes  Dilan Yes  Dinowitz Yes  DiPietro
Yes  Durso Yes  Eichenstein Yes  Englebright Yes  Epstein
Yes  Fahy Yes  Fall Yes  Fernandez Yes  Fitzpatrick
ER  Forrest Yes  Friend Yes  Frontus Yes  Galef
Yes  Gallagher Yes  Gallahan Yes  Gandolfo Yes  Giglio JA
Yes  Giglio JM Yes  Glick Yes  Gonzalez-Rojas Yes  Goodell
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Yes  Gottfried Yes  Griffin Yes  Gunther A Yes  Hawley
Yes  Hevesi Yes  Hunter Yes  Hyndman Yes  Jackson
Yes  Jacobson Yes  Jean-Pierre Yes  Jensen Yes  Jones
Yes  Joyner Yes  Kelles Yes  Kim Yes  Lalor
Yes  Lavine Yes  Lawler Yes  Lemondes Yes  Lunsford
Yes  Lupardo Yes  Magnarelli Yes  Mamdani Yes  Manktelow
Yes  McDonald Yes  McDonough Yes  McMahon Yes  Meeks
Yes  Mikulin Yes  Miller B Yes  Miller M Yes  Mitaynes
Yes  Montesano Yes  Morinello Yes  Niou ER  Nolan
Yes  Norris Yes  O'Donnell Yes  Otis Yes  Palmesano
Yes  Paulin Yes  Peoples-Stokes Yes  Perry Yes  Pheffer Amato
Yes  Pichardo Yes  Pretlow Yes  Quart Yes  Ra
Yes  Rajkumar Yes  Ramos Yes  Reilly Yes  Reyes
Yes  Richardson Yes  Rivera J Yes  Rivera JD Yes  Rodriguez
Yes  Rosenthal D Yes  Rosenthal L Yes  Rozic Yes  Salka
Yes  Santabarbara Yes  Sayegh Yes  Schmitt Yes  Seawright
Yes  Septimo Yes  Sillitti Yes  Simon Yes  Simpson
Yes  Smith Yes  Smullen Yes  Solages Yes  Steck
Yes  Stern Yes  Stirpe Yes  Tague Yes  Tannousis
Yes  Taylor Yes  Thiele Yes  Vanel Yes  Walczyk
Yes  Walker Yes  Wallace Yes  Walsh Yes  Weinstein
Yes  Weprin Yes  Williams Yes  Woerner Yes  Zebrowski K
Yes  Zinerman Yes  Mr. Speaker

Go to Top of Page

Floor Votes:

06/01/21  S6783   Senate Vote   Aye: 61  Nay: 2
Aye  Addabbo Aye  Akshar Aye  Bailey Aye  Benjamin
Aye  Biaggi Aye  Borrello Aye  Boyle Aye  Breslin
Aye  Brisport Aye  Brooks Aye  Brouk Aye  Comrie
Aye  Cooney Aye  Felder Aye  Gallivan Aye  Gaughran
Aye  Gianaris Aye  Gounardes Aye  Griffo Aye  Harckham
Aye  Helming Aye  Hinchey Aye  Hoylman Aye  Jackson
Aye  Jordan Aye  Kaminsky Aye  Kaplan Aye  Kavanagh
Aye  Kennedy Aye  Krueger Nay  Lanza Aye  Liu
Aye  Mannion Aye  Martucci Aye  Mattera Aye  May
Aye  Mayer Aye  Myrie Aye  Oberacker Aye  O'Mara
Aye  Ortt Aye  Palumbo Aye  Parker Aye  Persaud

Aye  Ramos Aye  Rath Aye  Reichlin-
Melnick Aye  Ritchie

Aye  Rivera Aye  Ryan Aye  Salazar Aye  Sanders
Aye  Savino Aye  Sepulveda Aye  Serino Aye  Serrano

Nay  Skoufis Aye  Stavisky Aye  Stec Aye    Stewart-
Cousins

Aye  Tedisco Aye  Thomas Aye  Weik
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STATE OF NEW YORK
________________________________________________________________________ 

6783 

2021-2022 Regular Sessions 

IN SENATE

May 17, 2021 
___________ 

Introduced  by  Sen.  COONEY -- read twice and ordered printed, and when 
printed to be committed to the Committee on Higher Education 

AN ACT to amend the education law, in relation to  mandatory  continuing 
education for architects

The  People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assem- 
        bly, do enact as follows: 

     1    Section 1. Paragraph (b) of subdivision  1  of  section  7308  of  the 
     2  education  law,  as added by chapter 521 of the laws of 1999, is amended 
     3  to read as follows: 
     4    (b) [Architects shall be exempt from the mandatory  continuing  educa-
     5  tion requirement for the triennial registration period during which they 
     6  are  first  licensed.]  In  accord  with  the intent of this section, an 
     7  adjustment  and/or  exemption  to  the  mandatory  continuing  education 
     8  requirement  may  be  granted  by  the  department for reasons of health 
     9  certified by an  appropriate  health  care  professional,  for  extended 
    10  active  duty  with  the  armed forces of the United States, or for other 
    11  good cause acceptable to the department which may prevent compliance. 
    12    § 2. Subdivision 2 of section 7308 of the education law, as amended by
    13  chapter 683 of the laws of 2005, is amended to read as follows: 
    14    2. During each triennial registration period an applicant  for  regis-
    15  tration  shall  complete  a  minimum  of  thirty-six hours of acceptable 
    16  continuing education, as specified in subdivision four of this  section, 
    17  provided  that  a minimum of twenty-four hours of such continuing educa- 
    18  tion shall be in the areas of health, safety and welfare.  [Up  to  one- 
    19  half  of  the  total  hours  of continuing education may consist of non- 
    20  course  activities.]  Any  architect  whose  first   registration   date 
    21  following  the  effective  date  of  this section occurs less than three 
    22  years from such effective date, but on or after January first, two thou- 
    23  sand one, shall complete continuing education hours on a prorated  basis 
    24  at  the  rate  of  one  hour  per month for the period beginning January 
    25  first, two thousand up to the  first  registration  date  thereafter.  A 

EXPLANATION--Matter in italics (underscored) is new; matter in brackets 
                              [ ] is old law to be omitted. 

LBD11439-01-1 
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        S. 6783                             2 
  
     1  licensee  who  has  not  satisfied  the  mandatory  continuing education 
     2  requirements shall not be issued a triennial registration certificate by 
     3  the department and shall not practice unless  and  until  a  conditional 
     4  registration  certificate is issued as provided for in subdivision three 
     5  of this section. With the exception of continuing education hours  taken 
     6  during  the registration period immediately preceding the effective date 
     7  of this section, [continuing education hours taken during one  triennium 
     8  may  not  be  transferred  to  a  subsequent triennium] no more than six 
     9  continuing education hours taken during one triennium may be transferred 
    10  to a subsequent triennium. 
    11    § 3. Subdivision 4 of section 7308 of the education law, as amended by 
    12  chapter 706 of the laws of 2004, is amended to read as follows: 
    13    4. As used in subdivision two of this section, "acceptable  continuing 
    14  education"  shall  mean  courses  of learning and educational activities 
    15  [which] in architecture, engineering, interior design,  land  surveying, 
    16  landscape  architecture  and geology that may contribute to professional 
    17  practice in architecture and which  meet  the  standards  prescribed  by 
    18  regulations  of  the  commissioner.  Completing  courses of learning and 
    19  educational activities that fall within the scope of practice of another 
    20  licensed  profession  does  not  authorize  the  licensed  architect  to 
    21  lawfully  practice a profession that they are not authorized to practice 
    22  as defined in section seventy-three hundred one  of  this  article.  The 
    23  department  may,  in  its  discretion and as needed to contribute to the 
    24  health and welfare of the public, require the completion  of  continuing 
    25  education courses in specific subjects. 
    26    §  4.  This  act shall take effect eighteen months after it shall have 
    27  become a law. Effective  immediately,  the  addition,  amendment  and/or 
    28  repeal  of  any  rule  or regulation necessary for the implementation of 
    29  this act on its effective date are authorized to be made  and  completed 
    30  on or before such effective date. 
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NEW YORK STATE SENATE
INTRODUCER'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
submitted in accordance with Senate Rule VI. Sec 1

BILL NUMBER: S6783 

SPONSOR: COONEY

TITLE OF BILL: 

An act to amend the education law, in relation to mandatory continuing 
education for architects 

PURPOSE OR GENERAL IDEA OF BILL: 

To update the continuing education law for architects. 

SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS: 

Section 1 amends subdivision 1 of section 7308 of the education law to 
remove the continuing education exemption for new licensees. In addi- 
tion, this section will allow the State Education Department (SED)to 
provide an adjustment or full exemption from continuing education for 
good cause. 

Section 2 amends subdivision 2 of section 7308 of the education law to 
increase flexibility for continuing education activities. This section 
would also allow up to six credits to be transferred from one registra- 
tion period to the next. 

Section 3 amends subdivision 3 of section 7308 to allow architects to 
take courses in engineering, interior design, land surveying, landscape 
architecture, and geology, so long as the courses contribute to the 
practice of architecture and meet the standards prescribed by the 
commissioner. 

Section 4 effective date. 

JUSTIFICATION: 

Legislation is needed in order to modernize the law which regulates 
continuing education for architects licensed in New York state.  Section 
7308 of the Education Law, which regulates continuing education for 
architects was enacted in 1999. Since that time, such factors as a 
burgeoning use of online educational opportunities have revolutionized 
the manner in which continuing education programs are offered. This bill 
seeks to give architects flexibility and capability to take full advan- 
tage of these opportunities. The carry-over provision is consistent with 
the laws in other states and laws that regulate other professions in New 
York. 

PRIOR LEGISLATIVE HISTORY: 

New bill. 
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FISCAL IMPLICATIONS FOR STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: 

None. 

EFFECTIVE DATE: 
This act shall take effect eighteen months after it shall have become a 
law. Effectively immediately, the addition, amendment and/or repeal of 
any rule or regulation necessary for the implementation of this act on 
its effective date are authorized to be made and completed on or before 
such effective date. 
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THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT / THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK / ALBANY, NY 12234 

TO: Professional Practice Committee 

FROM: Sarah S. Benson  

SUBJECT: Proposed Amendment of Section 69.6 of the Regulations 
of the Commissioner of Education Relating to the 
Continuing Education Requirements for the Profession of 
Architecture 

DATE: December 1, 2022 

AUTHORIZATION(S): 

SUMMARY 

Issue for Discussion 

Should the Board of Regents amend section 69.6 of the Regulations of the 
Commissioner of Education relating to the continuing education requirements in the 
profession of architecture?  

Reason for Consideration 

Required by State statute (Chapter 578 of the Laws of 2021) and Review of 
Policy.   

Proposed Handling 

The proposed rule will be presented to the Professional Practice Committee for 
discussion at the December 2022 meeting of the Board of Regents. A copy of the  
proposed rule is attached (Attachment A). 

Procedural History 

A Notice of Proposed Rule Making will be published in the State Register on 
December 28, 2022. Supporting materials for the proposed rule are available upon 
request from the Secretary to the Board of Regents. 

PPC (D) 1
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Background Information 

Chapter 578 of the Laws of 2021 (Chapter 578), effective May 3, 2023, amends 
the Education Law to update the mandatory continuing education (CE) requirements for 
architects by: (1) removing the exemption from the CE requirement for new licensees; 
(2) allowing the Department to grant a full exemption to the CE requirement for reasons
of health certified by an appropriate health care professional, for extended active duty
with the armed forces of the United States, or for other good cause acceptable to the
Department which may prevent compliance;1 (3) increasing flexibility for CE activities,
including allowing up to six credits to be transferred from one triennial registration period
to the next; and (4) allowing architects to take courses in engineering, interior design,
land surveying, landscape architecture, and geology, as long as the courses contribute
to the practice of architecture and meet the standards prescribed by the Commissioner.

Chapter 578 was welcomed by the field for modernizing the law governing CE for 
architects, Education Law §7308, which was enacted in 1999 and last updated in 2005. 
Since that time, factors including the growing availability of online educational 
opportunities have revolutionized the manner in which CE programs are offered. 
Chapter 578 provides architects with the flexibility and capability to take full advantage 
of these opportunities. Additionally, the “up to six credits of CE” carry-over provision 
from one triennial registration period to the next is consistent with laws in other states 
and the laws that regulate other design professions in New York.  

Proposed Amendments 

The proposed amendments amend section 69.6 of the Commissioner’s 
regulations to conform to the requirements of Chapter 578. The proposed amendment 
additionally: 

• Broadens the health, safety, and welfare CE subject areas that may be
considered acceptable, in alignment with the national CE standards in
architecture;

• Permits service on a committee or task force that addresses technical
and/or regulatory issues pertaining to the professional practice of
architecture to count as an acceptable CE educational activity, consistent
with recently promulgated regulatory amendments for engineering, land
surveying, and geology in New York State;

• Amends the requirements for licensees who return to the practice of
architecture after a lapse in practice, which also aligns with recently
promulgated regulatory amendments for engineering, land surveying, and
geology in New York State;

1 Education Law §7308(1)(b) already permits the Department to grant an adjustment to the mandatory CE 
requirement for reasons of health certified by an appropriate health care professional, for extended active 
duty with the armed forces of the United States, or for other good cause acceptable to the Department 
which may prevent compliance. 
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• Permits the approval of continuing education providers that are approved 
by a licensing authority or agency of another jurisdiction under standards 
substantially equivalent to those of the Department; and 
 

• Replaces the phrase “self-study programs” with “educational activities.” 
 

Related Regents Items 
 
Not applicable.  

 
Timetable for Implementation 

 
It is anticipated that the proposed rule will be presented for adoption at the April 

2023 Regents meeting. If adopted at the April meeting, the proposed amendment will 
become effective May 3, 2023.  
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Attachment A 

AMENDMENT OF THE REGULATIONS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 

Pursuant to sections 207, 6504, 6507, and 7308 of the Education Law and 

Chapter 578 of the Laws of 2021 

1. Section 69.6 of the Regulations of the Commissioner of Education is

amended, to read as follows: 

69.6 Continuing education for architects 

(a) …

(b) Applicability of requirement.

(1) …

(2) Exemptions and adjustments to the requirement.

(i) Exemptions. The following licensees shall be exempt from the continuing

education requirements, as prescribed in subdivision (c) of this section: 

(a) [licensees for the triennial registration period during which they are first

licensed to practice architecture in New York State, except those first licensed to 

practice architecture in New York State pursuant to an endorsement of a license of 

another jurisdiction; and 

(b)] licensees whose first registration date following January 1, 2000 occurs prior 

to January 1, 2001, for periods prior to such registration date; and 

[(c)] (b) licensees who are not engaged in the practice of architecture as 

evidenced by not being registered to practice in New York State, except as otherwise 

provided in subdivision (e) of this section to meet the requirements for the resumption of 

practice in New York State. 
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(ii) Adjustments and/or exemptions to the requirement. An adjustment and/or 

exemption to the mandatory continuing education requirement, as prescribed in 

subdivision (c) of this section, may be [made] granted by the department[, provided that 

the licensee documents good cause that prevents compliance, which shall include, but 

not be limited to, any of the following reasons: poor health certified by a physician; or a 

specific physical or mental disability certified by an appropriate health care professional; 

or extended active duty with the Armed Forces of the United States; or other good 

cause beyond the licensee’s control which in the judgment of the department makes it 

impossible for the licensee to comply with the continuing education requirements in a 

timely manner] for reasons of health certified by an appropriate health care professional, 

for extended active duty with the armed forces of the United States, or for other good 

cause acceptable to the department which may prevent compliance. 

(c) Mandatory continuing education requirement. 

(1) General Requirement. 

(i) During each triennial registration period, meaning a registration period of three 

years' duration, an applicant for registration shall complete at least 36 hours of 

continuing education acceptable to the department, as defined in paragraph (2) of this 

subdivision[, provided that the number of hours of such continuing education that 

consists of other educational activities as prescribed in paragraph (2) of this subdivision 

shall be limited in accordance with the requirements set forth in section 7308(2) of the 

Education Law]. A minimum of 24 hours of such continuing education shall be in the 

areas of health, safety and welfare in accordance with the limitations and requirements 

set forth in section 7308(2) of the Education Law. No more than six continuing 
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education hours completed during one triennial registration period may be transferred to 

a subsequent triennial registration period. 

 

(ii) … 

(2) … 

(i) Subjects. Acceptable continuing education shall be in any of the following 

subject areas that may contribute to professional practice in architecture: 

(a) [in] any one or more of the following [curricular] subject areas relating to the 

health, safety, and welfare of the public: [accessibility; acoustics; building design; code 

of ethics; codes, acts, laws, and regulations governing the practice of architecture; 

construction administration, including the administration of construction contracts; 

construction documents; construction functions of materials, methods, and systems; 

energy efficiency; environmental issues - including asbestos, lead based paint, toxic 

emissions; environmental analysis and issues of building materials and systems; 

building fire loads - flame spread, smoke contribution, explosives; fire safety systems - 

detection and alarm standards; life safety codes; materials and systems - 

roofing/waterproofing, wall systems, and other systems; materials and methods, use 

and function; mechanical, plumbing, and electrical - system concepts, materials and 

methods; natural hazards - impact of earthquake, hurricane, or flood related to building 

design; building preservation, renovation, restoration, and adaptive re-use; design of 

security of buildings; site and soils analysis; site design; specification writing; structural 

issues; surveying methods and techniques; sustainable design; zoning as it relates to 

the improvement and/or protection of the health, safety and welfare of the public;] 

practice management, project management, programming and analysis, project 
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planning and design, project development and documentation, construction and 

evaluation; or other [matters] subject areas of practice, law and ethics which may 

contribute to the health, safety and welfare of the public; and 

(b) [in] other subject areas [topics] in architecture, engineering, interior design,

land surveying, landscape architecture and geology which may contribute to the 

professional practice of architecture as such practice is defined in section 7301 of the 

Education Law. 

(ii) …

(a) …

(b) Other educational activities. Acceptable continuing education shall be the

following other educational activities[, provided that the number of hours of continuing 

education that consists of other educational activities shall be limited in accordance with 

the requirements set forth in section 7308(2) of the Education Law]: 

(1) …

(2) …

(3) …

(4) …

(5) completing a self-study program, meaning structured study, provided by a

sponsor approved pursuant to subdivision (i) of this section, that is based on audio, 

audio-visual, written, on-line, and other media, and does not include live instruction, 

transmitted in person or otherwise, during which the student may communicate and 

interact with the instructor and other students; [or] 

(6) completing an educational tour, meaning a structured tour of an instructional

nature provided by a sponsor approved pursuant to subdivision (i) of this section[.]; or 
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(7) serving on any committee or task force that addresses technical and/or

regulatory issues pertaining to the professional practice of architecture, provided that 

such committee or task force has been established by a governmental entity or other 

entity determined by the department to be acceptable. To be acceptable for continuing 

education credit, such service shall be certified in writing by an authorized individual     

within the committee or task force and approved by the department. 

(d) …

(e) Requirement for lapse in practice.

(1) [The] A licensee who returns to the practice of architecture after a lapse in

practice in which the licensee was not registered to practice in New York State [and did 

not lawfully practice architecture continuously in another jurisdiction throughout the 

lapse period,] shall be required to complete: 

(i) …

(ii) [at least] one hour of acceptable continuing education for each month of

lapsed registration up to a maximum [36] of 12 hours, which shall be completed in the 

12 months before the beginning of the new registration period[; and 

(iii) at least 12 hours of acceptable continuing education in each succeeding 12-

month period, after such registration is reissued, until the next registration date. 

(2) The licensee who returns to the practice of architecture after a lapse in

practice in which the licensee was not registered to practice in New York State but did 

lawfully practice architecture continuously in another jurisdiction throughout the lapse 

period, shall be required to complete: 

(i) the continuing education requirement applicable to the period of time the

licensee was registered in the licensee's last registration period; and 
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(ii) at least one hour of acceptable continuing education for each month of lapsed 

registration up to a maximum of 36 hours, which shall be completed in the new 

registration period, or at the option of the licensee in the period beginning 36 months 

before the commencement of the new registration period and ending at the conclusion 

of the new registration period; and 

(iii) the regular continuing education requirement during the new registration 

period.]   

(f) … 

(1) … 

(i) … 

(ii) …  

(iii) … 

(2) … 

(g) … 

(h) Measurement of continuing education study. Continuing education credit shall 

be granted only for acceptable continuing education as prescribed in subdivision (c) of 

this section. For continuing education courses, a minimum of 50 minutes of study shall 

equal one continuing education hour of credit. Courses or educational activities that are 

less than 50 minutes may be awarded prorated credit. For credit-bearing university or 

college courses, each semester-hour of credit shall equal 15 continuing education hours 

of credit, and each quarter-hour of credit shall equal 10 continuing education hours of 

credit. 

(i) Sponsor approval. 
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(1) To be approved by the department, sponsors of continuing education to

licensed architects in the form of courses of learning or [self-study programs] 

educational activities shall meet the requirements of either paragraph (2) or (3) of this 

subdivision. 

(2) The department shall deem approved as a sponsor of continuing education to

licensed architects in the form of courses of learning or [self-study programs] 

educational activities: 

(i) a sponsor of continuing education that is approved by The American Institute

of Architects Continuing Education [System] Services (AIA/CES), the International 

Association for Continuing Education and Training (IACET), the Practicing Institute of 

Engineering, or an equivalent organization determined by the department with 

assistance from the State Board for Architecture to have adequate standards for 

approving sponsors of continuing education for professionals regulated by Title VIII of 

the Education Law that include but are not limited to standards that are equivalent to the 

standards prescribed in clauses (3)(ii)(a), (c), and (d) of this subdivision; [or] 

(ii) a postsecondary institution that has authority to offer programs that are

registered pursuant to Part 52 of this Title or authority to offer equivalent programs that 

are accredited by an acceptable accrediting agency[.]; or 

(iii) a sponsor of continuing education that is approved by a licensing authority or

agency of another jurisdiction under standards substantially equivalent to those of the 

department.   

(3) Department review of sponsors.

(i) The department shall conduct a review of sponsors that apply for approval to

offer continuing education to licensed architects in the form of courses of learning or 
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[self-study programs] educational activities that are not deemed approved pursuant to 

the requirements of paragraph (2) of this subdivision. 

(ii) Organizations desiring to offer courses of learning or [self-study programs]

educational activities based upon a department review under this paragraph shall 

submit, with the fee as set forth in subdivision (j) of this section, an application for 

advance approval as a sponsor at least 90 days prior to the date of the commencement 

of such continuing education that documents that the organization: 

(a) will offer courses of learning or [self-study programs] educational activities in

any one or more of the subjects prescribed for acceptable continuing education in 

subparagraph (c)(2)(i) of this section; 

(b) is an organized educational entity, or an entity that has expertise in the

professional areas that will be taught, including but not limited to, a school of 

architecture accredited by an acceptable accrediting agency; or a national, State, or 

local [architecture] professional design association or organization; 

(c) …

(d) …

(e) will maintain records for at least six years from the date of completion of

course work, which shall include, but shall not be limited to, the name and curriculum 

vitae of the faculty, a record of attendance of licensed [architects] professionals in the 

course if a course, a record of participation of licensed [architects] professionals in the 

[self-study program] educational activity if [a self-study program] an educational activity, 

an outline of the course or [program] activity, date and location of the course or 

[program] activity, and the number of hours for completion of the course or [program] 

activity. In the event an approved sponsor discontinues operation, the governing body of 
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such sponsor shall notify the department and shall transfer all records as directed by the 

department. 

(iii) … 

(iv) … 

(v) … 

(j) Fees. 

(1) …. 

(2) …. 

(3) Organizations desiring to offer continuing education to licensed architects 

based upon a department review, pursuant to paragraph (i)(3) of this section, shall 

submit an application fee of $900 with the application requesting the issuance of a 

permit from the department to become an approved sponsor of continuing education to 

licensed architects in the form of courses of learning or [self-study programs] 

educational activities. Application for a three-year renewal of the permit shall be 

accompanied by a fee of $900. 
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Share this email:

Hi there,

Six free Architect Registration Examination® (ARE®) practice exams—one for each
division—are now available to all licensure candidates! While this resource was
previously only available to those with active exam eligibilities, you can now access
these practice exams at any time to help prepare for your next steps on the path to
licensure.

To access the free practice exams if you don’t have active exam eligibilities, simply log
in to your NCARB Record, navigate to the Overview tab, and select “Practice the
ARE®.” If you have active exam eligibilities, you can continue to access the practice
exams through the “Exams” tab of your NCARB Record. 

Take the Practice Exams

You can take the practice exams in two modes:

Test mode mimics the experience you’ll have during a real exam appointment
and provides a score report afterward. 
Practice mode provides the correct answer and rationale behind each item as
you go.

The full-length, fully scored practice exams were written and developed the same
way that our real exams are developed: volunteer architects collaborate to develop
questions (also called “items”) that test on the objectives outlined in the ARE 5.0
Guidelines.

If you have questions or experience issues accessing the practice exams, please reach
out to our Customer Relations team. 

National Council of Architectural Registration Boards 
1401 H Street NW Suite 500  

Washington, DC 20005

Manage your preferences | Opt out using TrueRemove™ 

Got this as a forward? Sign up to receive our future emails. 

View this email online.
Subscribe to our email list.
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Hi there,

In case you missed it: We released free practice exams for the Architect Registration
Examination® (ARE®) in June 2022. And so far, candidates who use the practice
exams have seen an average 12 percentage point increase in pass rates, or
higher depending on demographic group, across all six divisions compared to those
who don't use the practice exams.

Take the Practice Exams

Making the ARE Accessible

Findings from our joint study with the National Organization of Minority Architects
(NOMA) show that candidates of color are more likely to spend over $500 on study
materials and less likely to pass the exam.

As part of the migration to PSI, NCARB wanted to ensure that all candidates have
access to affordable, high-quality study materials. NCARB's release of free practice
exams for each division was a key step in making the exam more accessible—and
our early data shows that it's having an impact:

All candidates who use the practice exams outperform those who don't on all
six ARE divisions.
Further, Asian, Black or African American, and Hispanic or Latino candidates
using the practice exams have seen a larger impact on pass rates compared
to white candidates—see the impact by demographic.

You can access the exams through your Record if you're a licensure candidate with
an NCARB Record. And if you're anyone else, you can access a PDF version of the
practice exams on our website. Learn how to access the practice exams.

We look forward to sharing more information on the practice exams' impact in the
future.

National Council of Architectural Registration Boards

1401 H Street NW Suite 500

Washington, DC, 20005

Subscribe to our email list.
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NCARB
UPDATE

IN THIS ISSUE:

NCARB’s Licensure Process Research & Development 
Task Force kicked off its work at the end of August.

COMMITTEE KICKOFFS
In August, many of NCARB’s committees, task forces, subcommittees, 
and other volunteer groups launched their FY23 work. We look 
forward to sharing more information about their efforts over the 
months ahead. 
READ MORE  

REASSESSING THE ROLLING CLOCK 
NCARB’s Board of Directors initiated a reassessment of the rolling 
clock policy, which places a five-year expiration date on passed 
ARE divisions. Given recent changes in the delivery of the exam and 
current practice, volunteers are beginning to explore whether the 
rolling clock policy is still justified.     
READ MORE
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• American Institute of Architects
(AIA) Nebraska
August 4

• Meeting With Nebraska Board of
Engineers and Architects
August 5

• Washington Architectural
Foundation Governance
Committee
August 9

• Interorganizational Council on
Regulation (ICOR) CEO Meeting
August 10

• Washington Architectural
Foundation Board Meeting
August 11

• 2022 National Council of
Examiners for Engineering
and Surveying (NCEES) Annual
Meeting
August 23–26

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
Dear Colleagues:

We are in the “launch season” for our many committees, task forces, subcommittees, and 
other groups—rolling up to nearly 400 volunteers who are working to respond to charges from 
President Bayliss Ward, AIA, NCARB, in this year of rethinking the design and value of all of our 
programs. This focus is spurred by the report being prepared on our Analysis of Practice study, 
which was conducted over the past two years. The data fields and high-level findings from this 
study will be introduced to the NCARB Board at their September meeting. As we mine the data 
sets, those findings will guide the charges for next year’s committees and help frame ongoing 
strategic discussions both internally and with external stakeholders. While the end product of 
evolved programs is several years away—dependent upon deliberative reviews and collaboration 
with our Member Boards—the Analysis of Practice will also feed stand-alone discussions 
regarding elements of existing programs.

As an example, our Board asked to begin a reassessment of the Architect Registration 
Examination’s® (ARE®) “rolling clock,” which involved an initial conversation in April, the issuing 
of charges for this year’s Examination Committee, and scheduling a deeper dive conversation 
at the upcoming January Board meeting. NCARB’s rolling clock rule sets a time limit of five years 
for the validity of any passed ARE exam division. Should a candidate continue taking subsequent 
exam divisions longer than five years from the date of the passed exam, that older passed exam 
is invalidated, and the candidate would have to retake that exam division or its successor (in 
the case that the exam divisions have changed since the candidate began testing). Rolling clock 
extensions beyond the five years are granted for a variety of situations including childbirth, 
medical issues, military service, and other unforeseen or extenuating circumstances. A longer 
extension was provided to all candidates due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

NCARB has provided several justifications for the rolling clock, including the change in the exam 
content and format within any five-year period “ages out” the value of the older exam and that 
placing a deadline can push against the tendency to procrastinate when no deadlines exist—
encouraging candidates to continue progressing toward licensure and working to reduce the time 
to licensure. At the same time, how the exam is offered has changed over the years: from an 
isolated time of the year with paper-and-pencil delivery to the current state of computer-based 
administration with an online option, any day of the week. And more recently, candidates can 
also access six free full-length practice exams to simulate the timeframe and format of the  
exam divisions.  

The question before us is, does the rolling clock in its current iteration add value or has it 
become, as some assert, an unnecessary impediment to licensure, particularly for women 
and other under-represented groups? Should NCARB function as a “parent” by incentivizing 
completion through threat of invalidation? Is an “aged out” argument still valid in light of the 
thousands of licensees whose only ongoing requirement is continuing education in most but not 
all jurisdictions? Could the rolling clock be modified versus eliminated? What about jurisdictions 
that have embedded the rolling clock into their statutes or regulations?

Our holistic assessment of the entire NCARB programmatic portfolio will yield interesting topics 
that may be addressed in the short-term as well as the longer term. After all, our charge is to 
work with our Member Boards to assure that the value of licensure to the public continues to 
remain credible and function as a protection of everyone’s health, safety, and welfare.

More to come!

Michael Armstrong
Chief Executive Officer

CEO ENGAGEMENTS

CEO Armstrong met with members of the 
Nebraska Board in early August.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

To: Architecture Board Members Date:   January 24, 2023 
From: 

Robert Lopez  
Subject: NCARB Region 2 SEP Symposium 
In reply to: 

On September 29/30, 2023, the Executive Secretary and Marci McKenna virtually attended NCARB’s 
Region 2 Student/Educator/Practitioner Symposium. The Symposium seeks to bring students, educators, 
and practitioners together to discuss common issues in architectural education and practice and to bridge 
education and practice. Approximately 50 people attended the event in-person, with an additional 19 
people attending via Zoom. The agenda for the event follows this memo. 

A summary of key sessions follows below: 

1. From There to Here: The Licensure Journey – Student/Newly Licensed Architect Panel

a. Top Impediments to Licensure
i. Meeting the education requirement – maybe standardize the length of a Master’s

program
ii. Meeting the experience requirement

1. Lack of firms capable of giving candidates a well-rounded experience

b. Benefits to IPAL – at Drexel University
i. No need to study for an exam once you pass the ARE

ii. Provides additional flexibility in career
iii. Teachers are supportive – good depth of Adjunct Faculty who are practitioners
iv. Have better conversations as an early intern architect and start as an “early

contributor” to an architectural firm. Benefit to firm too.

c. DEI
i. Remove the barriers to licensure

ii. Address all 3 E’s – each one is exclusionary to some extent
iii. Degrees are costly – some candidates can’t afford college
iv. Exams – standardized tests have racial bias, cues (NCARB examined this)
v. Experience – inherent biases in hiring – hiring those from accredited programs

2. Accreditation: Critical to the Profession - Dave Hoffman

a. 1940 – saw need for accreditation of architecture programs
b. 2020 – outcome-based scenarios – NAAB now embracing this – assess if students are

learning
c. 173 programs in NAAB accredited program – 115 Master of Architecture, 57 Bachelor of

Architecture, 1 Doctor of Architecture: 16 programs seeking initial programs
d. 3 international programs – 1 in Lebanon and 2 in the UAE
e. Two key documents
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i. Conditions for accreditation – serves as criteria for accreditation
ii. Procedures for Accreditation – process, policies and procedures

f. 3-year process of research and input – to develop the 2020 Conditions and Procedures
i. CCCAP – Coalition of Community College Architecture Programs and NOMA

were involved in 2020 documents

g. Shifting from an input-based review to outcomes-based review
h. NAAB does not dictate the assessment methods. Universities have assessment methods
i. NAAB will not do site visits to schools until the end of 2023. Then in 2024, will return to

site visits. All are being done virtually at reduced capacity
j. Did 18 virtual site visits in 2020/2021
k. Total visits of 30 in Spring of 2023 – all to be done virtually
l. Total visits of 12 in Fall of 2023 – all to be done virtually

m. Accreditation Costs
i. Programs do not pay accreditation fees to NCARB

ii. Funded by AIA, NCARB, and ACSA; some $$ comes from AIAS
iii. International Certification

1. Established in 2003
2. ICert Program (International Certification) – formerly known as

substantial equivalency
3. It’s a way to recognize programs around the world for having completed

a peer-review
4. 17 programs have this international certification

n. 7 staff at NAAB; NAAB does not have an office. Key staff below:
i. Tanya Tamarkin – Executive Director

ii. Ann Boudinot – Director of Accreditation
iii. Sarah Frazier - Manager of Accreditation

3. AXP/IPAL Program – Martin Smith

a. AXP
i. 96 Tasks that someone who completes the program must be able to do

independently and competently
ii. Baseline on Belonging – Experience Report

1. 69% of people who completed Baseline on Belonging survey said it was
easy to find a firm that supports their AXP efforts

2. 75% said their supervisor was supportive of their path to licensure
3. 25% reported facing challenges earning AXP credit

iii. People who do AXP quickly don’t necessarily perform better on the ARE

b. IPAL
i. 26 schools with 31 programs have IPAL; not all of them are fully active

ii. 7 Bachelor of Architecture and 24 Master of Architecture programs offer IPAL
iii. 600+ students going through IPAL
iv. 150 students have taken 1 or more divisions of the ARE
v. 40 students have graduated from the IPAL option and have completed AXP +

ARE – 6.7% of total students in program
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 Date: Thursday, September 29 – 
Friday, September 30, 2022 

 

  

  

 

NCARB Region 2 Student/Educator/Practitioner (SEP) Symposium 

From Theory to Practice with Principle 

The Graduate Hotel 

Thursday, September 29, 2022 

11:00 am – 12:30 pm  Box Lunch/Registration  

12:30 pm – 1:00 pm  Welcome 

 Ed Tucker, FAIA, NCARB Region 2 Chair 
 Dean Malo Hutson, PhD, MCP, UVA School of Architecture 
 George Miller, FAIA, NCARB Region 2 Director  

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm  From There to Here:  The Licensure Journey – Student/Newly Licensed 

Architect Panel 

 Moderator:  Cynthia Shonaiya, AIA LEED AP 
 Amanda Cohen (Drexel IPAL graduate), LEED Green Associate, newly licensed architect 
 Abdulrazaq (Admo) Ogun, AIA, RIBA, LEED Green Associate, newly licensed architect 
 Will Wang, Think Tank representative, licensed architect 
 Carly de La Hoz, AIA, LEED, AP, Rethink Tank representative AIA 

2:00 pm – 2:30 pm Accreditation:  Critical to the Profession – Dave Hoffman, FAIA, NCARB, 

CRRP, CRX, CDP, NAAB 

2:30 pm – 3:00 pm AXP/IPAL UPDATE – Martin Smith, AIA, NCARB, LEED Green Assoc.  

3:00 pm – 3:15 pm Break  

3:15 pm – 3:45 pm Preparing Our Next Generation of Architects to Lead – Ryan McEnroe, AIA 

3:45 pm – 4:15 pm The Meditations:  Enduring Principles and Practical Lessons on Leadership 

– Brian Frickie, FAIA, LEED, AP 

4:15 pm – 4:45 pm Afternoon Wrap-up/Q & A – Kate Nosbisch,  HON AIA Virginia, SEP Chair 

5:00 pm – 6:00 pm Tour of Campbell Hall – Professor Karen Van Lengen, FAIA, Kenan 

Professor of Architecture and Emeritus Dean  

6:15 pm – 7:15 pm Reception (The Game Room) sponsored by AIA Virginia   

SUPPER ON YOUR OWN AFTER THE EVENT 
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Friday, September 30, 2022 

7:30 am – 8:20 am  Breakfast/Registration 

8:20 am – 8:30 am  Welcome/Overview 

 Kate Nosbisch,  HON AIA Virginia, SEP Chair

8:30 am – 9:30 am  The Future of Architectural Education and Licensure – Educator  Panel 

 Moderator:  Mary McClenaghan, AIA, NCARB
 Suzanne Frasier, FAIA, Morgan State Maryland Associate Professor of the Department of

Undergraduate Design at Morgan State University’s School of Architecture and Planning

 Robert Easter, NOMAC, FAIA, Chair and Associate Professor of the Department of
Architecture, Hampton University

 Robert Cody, AIA LEED AP

9:30 am – 10:15 am  KEYNOTE:  The Futures of Architecture – Susan Piedmont-Palladino, 

Architect, Director Washington-Alexandria Architecture Center 

10:15 am – 10:30 am  Q & A – Ed Tucker, FAIA, NCARB Region 2 Chair 

10:30 am – 10:40 am  Break 

10:40 am – 11:20 am  Ethics and Practice:  Knowing the difference between what you have a 

right to do and what is right to do – Terry Ona, AIA National Ethics Council 

11:20 am – 11:50 am Open Discussion/Town Hall/What is on Your Mind? 

 Facilitator:  George Miller, FAIA, NCARB Region 2 Director

11:50 am – 12:00 pm  Closing Remarks 

 Kate Nosbisch, HON AIA Virginia, SEP Committee Chair

2:00 pm – 3:00 pm Optional Guided Tour of the Academical Village (Rotunda and Lawn).  Meet 

on steps of the Lawn side of the Rotunda.  Concluding with a visit to the Memorial to Enslaved 

Laborers  

LUNCH ON YOUR OWN 
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Date: Thursday, September 29 – 
Friday, September 30, 2022 

NCARB Region 2 Student/Educator/Practitioner (SEP) Symposium 

From Theory to Practice with Principle 

Speaker and Panelist Contact List 

Robert Cody, AIA LEED AP 
Associate Professor 
New York Institute of Technology 
School of Architecture and Design 
rcody@nyit.edu 

Amanda Cohen, Registered Architect, LEED Green Associate 
Ewing Cole 
100 N. 6th Street 
Philadelphia, PA 
Arc365@drexel.edu 

Robert Easter 
Chair, Department of Architecture 
Kei Architects/Hampton University 
9921 Oldfield Drive 
Richmond, VA 23235 
Robert.easter@hamptonu.edu 

Suzanne Frasier, FAIA, NOMA, ASID, CID, CPHC 
Associate Professor and Chair | Department of Undergraduate Design 
School of Architecture + Planning | Morgan State University 
Mailing Address: Morgan State University | School of Architecture + Planning 
CBEIS Building, room 104 | 1700 E. Cold Spring Lane | Baltimore, MD 21251 
Suzanne.frasier@morgan.edu 

Brian Frickie, FAIA 
Principal 
Kerns Group Architects, P.C. 
105 North Maple Avenue 
Suite 200 
Falls Church, VA 22046 
bfrickie@kernsgroup.com 
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David Hoffman, FAIA, NCARB 
President-Elect, National Architectural Accrediting Board 
LK Architecture 
345 Riverview 
Wichita, KS 67203 
dhoffman@lk-architecture.com  

Dean Malo A. Hutson 
Dean and Edward E. Elson Professor 
UVA School of Architecture 
P.O. Box 400122 
Charlottesville, VA 22904 
mhutson@virginia.edu  

Carly De La Hoz 
Harvard Kennedy School of Government/Graduate Student 
79 JFK Street 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
Carly.delahoz@gmail.com  

Mary McClenaghan, AIA, NCARB 
39 Degrees North Architects LLC 
928 Creek Road 
Kennett Square, PA 19348 
mary@39northarchitects.com  

rmcenroe@quinnevans.com 

George Miller, FAIA NCARB 
Chief Operating Officer 
Richard Meier & Partners Architects LLP 
475 10th Ave. 6th Floor 
New York, NY 10018 
ghmiller49@yahoo.com 

Ryan T. McEnroe 
Quinn Evans 
2121 Ward Place, NW, 4th Floor 
Washington, DC 20037 
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Kate Nosbisch, HON AIA VA 
Executive Director 
Virginia Board for Architects, Professional Engineers, Land Surveyors, 
Certified Interior Designers and Landscape Architects 
9960 Mayland Drive, Suite 400 
Richmond, VA 23233 
Kate.Nosbisch@dpor.virginia.gov 

Admo Ogun, AIA, RIBA, LEED Green Associate 
Address: 9359 Robnel Pl. Vienna, VA 22182 
cr8tvt@gmail.com 

tona@aia.org 

Susan Piedmont-Palladino, Architect 
Director, Professor of Architecture 
Washington Alexandria Architecture Center. Virginia Tech 
1001 Prince Street 
Alexandria VA  22314 
ZOOM ROOM 703 706 3030 
CELL 202 294 7236 
https://urbiphilia.blogspot.com/ 

Cynthia Shonaiya, AIA, LEED AP 
Principal 
HORD COPLAN MACHT 
  

700 E. Pratt Street, Suite 1200 
 

Baltimore, MD 21202 
 

443.451.2317 direct 
 

Martin Smith, AIA, NCARB, LEED Green Assoc. 
Assistant Vice President, Experience + Education 
National Council of Architectural Registration Boards 
1401 H Street NW Suite 500 
Washington, DC 20005 
Direct: 202-879-0502 
Customer Service: 202-879-0520 

Karen Van Lengen, FAIA 

Terrence F. Ona, Esq. 
Sr. Vice President and General Counsel 
American Institute of Architects 
1735 New York Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20006 
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Kenan Professor of Architecture and Emeritus Dean 
University of Virginia 
kv3f@virginia.edu 

Ed Tucker 
Chair, Region 2 
Edward Tucker Architects 
1401 6th Avenue 
Huntington, WV 25701 
ewt@etarch.com 

Will Wang 
EDG Architecture|Engineering 
58 W 40th Street 
New York, NY 10018 
212-683-5680 (w)
832-390-1888 (cell)
Will.wang6@gmail.com
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